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CHAPTER 1

UNDERSTANDING THE PROBLEM

Background
When I

young

child,

family

my

attended and

Church. I became active, too. From

Presbyterian

School, youth

position,

was a

and

(of which I

group
I

choir,

was

participated in

as

much

as

I

was

faithful members of a

Sunday school

to Vacation Bible

president), confirmation class, a junior trustee
and took

offered. However, I still found within

God, his Father,

were

advantage of most things the church

myself a deep yearning

to know Jesus and love

familiar with the activities of the church. I loved the

Church but wanted to connect with Christ more.

While I

was

in

high school,

the

ministty of Young

fiiends, along with my sister, got involved

my

camp the first year. After the school year

and advertised

a

winter retreat

knew I would have the
final

opportunity to

night of our retreat,
hill

an

on a

prayed

and invited Jesus to
I could not wait to

The

people with

make

to

a

I did. I wanted to grow, and

No

seemed to know how to

went off to

siommer

signed

up because somehow I

decision for Christ while there. On the

church but

whom I had grown up and

as

stages and

to town. Some of

was

given.

Afterwards I went outside

Closing my time there in the cold,

I

into my life. He did.

get back

excited
one

in December. I

evangelistic message

come

came

started, they began holding weekly meetings

the conference center to reflect.

and sat

near

coming up

at its initial

Life

were

soon

myself very discouraged.

attending my church did not seem

exponentially.

help me,

found

I

was

at

a

loss of how to

as

begin.

either.

About this time I took my sister up

on

her offer. She had been

Methodist Church up the street with her friends and invited

me

attending

to come

a

along. They had
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a

high

school

Sunday

school class and

not been my church. I attended their

Bible

study in

the

Sunday

however, flew by.
school

school teacher's home.

a

sense

for Christ and
which I had

I realize concepts

a

at

of stability.

over

small informal

My senior year of high school,

were

introduced, but

first, overwhelmed

Early that

I

progressed

"Discipleship Group"
and

me.

and

a

high

few

I

was

in

no

shape to

Campus Ministry provided

fall semester, I hooked up with

walk

was

led

by

from

and then
a

an

"Action

student leader

or

Each

Group."

staff member.

The program

project.

was

thorough, progressive,

to what was

opportunity lasted

and

a summer

and very intentional.

I did not realize just how intentional until my senior year of college when I

invited to
time upon

a

senior retreat. There I heard their best

graduation instead

Upon reflection,

not

their full-time
I

was

of entering the secular workforce

how it

was

all

a

or even

was

staff full-

church

ministry.

great deal of good in my

geared toward moving their participants

to

join

ministry staff They were good.

really considered

early on

plea for joining Crusade's

only had their discipleship efforts done

life, but more obvious

six

Along with their weekly

large group gatherings, I participated in their retreats, conferences,
missions

Campus Crusade

introductory "Discovery Group"

an

a

training and instruction for

the next few years received much of the

longed.

eight weeks

me

it had

own.

welcome

to

later that year,

though

Young Life Bible study comprised my discipleship before heading off to

Attending college,

called

Sunday school and,

even

In the last six months of the school year, the Methodist Church's

college. Looking back,
my

group, too. I felt at home

Sunday school class, the informal gathering in the teacher's home,

weeks of a

on

youth

at the

it at the time. However, the love for the

Church, cultivated in

original Presbyterian Church, compelled me to decide more

in favor of
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entering

church

Campus

Crusade and the faithfiil

respond

to God's call when it came.

Today I

whenever I had the chance. However, my involvement in

ministry

am an

from several of their staff prepared

mentoring

ordained elder

ui

me

to

the United Methodist Church. The Methodist

chvirch I attended briefly before

going off to college eventually became my home church,

which I attended while home

breaks. Somewhere

official member,

though I

Looking back,
and groups, God

was

I

a

took

never

can see

the

church leader, I want

on

one

a

membership

how, while

making

sure

I

I

was

was

along the line, I joined

class

or

moving in

growing

as

focused and intentional process in

Christ and wish to grow in their faith and

relationship

it

as an

seminar.
and out of various churches
his follower. Now,

place for those who

with him under my

as a

commit to

ministry.

Problem Formulation
How does

can

one

the Church most

become

follower of Jesus Christ and grow in love for him? How

effectively make disciples

28:1 8-20)? These

(Matt.

a

could

questions

it enters the

as

generation

away from extinction at any

come

to a

and then

primary task, therefore,

personal

be

more

twenty-first century. Indeed,

understand

Our

never

and thus live out the Great Commission

faith in

crucial for the Church to
the Church is

only one

given moment in its history.

is to raise up and make

disciples: helping individuals

Christ, believing in the atoning work of his death

allowing the power of his

resurrection to carry them

on

on

the

cross

their continued faith

joumey of further growth and development in him. Believing in him is more than mere
mental assent but rather

begins

a

life-long

a

complete

conversion moment

or

reorientation of life that

process of fransformation. Christiikeness is the aim and ultimate

goal.

Nine out of every ten Americans consider themselves to be Christian. Yet many
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do not know
means.

or

understand the most elemental

"the

3:16, and only three

prime-time television
Christian faith"

category, eight

elementary

Christian faith and what it

explain the meaning

a

be

"more adults

than

the

are

able to

are

of the

capable of naming the top-rated

accurately

state the

defining theme of the

"have chosen to commit their lives to Christ," those

figures

are

not much better. Even within this

do not know what the Great Commission is,

just six

are

not

out of ten

(60 percent)

known, what

with Jesus Christ? Is

Raising people up
ever

out of ten could

understand the

only half know

phrase

"the

gospel" (37).

is, nonetheless, merely testing for factual information. However, if these

facts

relationships

...

"bom-again,"

out of ten

John 3:16, while
Bama

shows

(37). Of those who

that Bama labels

it

our

gospel" (Bama 35).

According to George Bama,

can

about

Nine out of ten Americans do not know what the Great Commission is. Seven

out often do know John

phrase

things

more

We

can

be deduced about persons and their actual

discipleship working

as

well

as we

would like it?

in the stories and life of Jesus cannot be taken for

important.

granted nor

Loren Mead asserts

longer assume that the commvmity has engaged people in any
contact with the tradition. Near total ignorance of the biblical

can no

serious

story and of the faith is

more

and

more

members of the church start at

the

norm.

More and

more new

and adults

now
ground
Young people
come to churches with absolutely no previous experience with any group
or tradition.... The cultural environment of our younger generations is

much

more

distant fiom

even

zero.

the stories and illustrations of the faith than

previous generations. (51)
Churches

today often struggle

membership education,

and

of programs, each with its

in the

areas

of discipleship, assimilation,

leadership development. Today we have access

own set

to a

plethora

of priorities. Instruction is intended. A deliberate

process for transformation is sometimes just

an

afterthought.
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A few churches have

Saddleback

Angeles;

developed

Community Church,

and Willowcreek

some

Lake Forest,

very innovative programs and methods:

California; The

Community Church,

South

Church

Barrington,

on

Brady,

Los

Illinois. Each is

exploring the use of the Jesus narrative, especially with reference to seekers.
However, what would
on

a

discipleship program look like if it was based primarily

the stories of Jesus from the New Testament and its main

participants

an

to immerse themselves in his life? As

opportunity

him, they would be better able to
would be lived

through theirs.

Testament

canon were

treat them

as

cormect their

deemed normative for

story and
where
In

people

are

a

the

Newbigin has shared,

of God"

people

(Mead 7).

grew to know

Eventually his

life

development. Why not

our

As the Christian
I

Church,

our

with

synergy. It is

connects them to the biblical

offer

(Ford

and

place

Denney 220).

propositions:

it is

a

As

story" (12),

a

Jesus.

most basic task is to coimect

believe, by means of the life of Jesus. As

providing my parishioners

dynamic

The Church should be the

faith is not "a set of timeless
on

a

narrative and its relevance for their lives.

only thing we really have to

story culminating in and centering

experience

faith and its

faith-heritage that

people can best engage in this wondrous

as

they

conveyed through the New

to be the locus for

potential

brought into

to the life of the

and,

as

to allow

such?

fact, this story is

Jesus

our

was

lives with his.

own

The stories of Jesus

The local church holds the

where "new

goal

opportunities to

a

people

pastor, I

to the life of

want to

specialize in

encounter Jesus Christ in order to

and follow him.

"Following him"

relationship with him.

was

the chief metaphor Jesus used to describe being in

He used it

over

and

over

again.

In the main call narratives of the
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most

prominent disciples,

Jesus is

quoted

as

saying these words to (1) Peter, James, and

John in Matthew 4:18-20, Mark 1:16-18, and Luke 5:10-1 1;

disciples in John 1 :35-37; (3) Philip

in John 1 :43; and

(4)

(2)

John the

Matthew

as

Baptist's former

told in Matthew

9:9-17, Mark 2:14, and Luke 5:27. Elsewhere he gave the invitation more generally
when he said, "If any want to become my
up their

cross

Peter's entire

marked the

and follow me"

(Matt. 16:24). Furthermore,

of being in

daily invitation.
apostolic

(13).

Jesus Christ is the

from Jesus Christ

Thus, relationship

and

It

(Matt.

9:9-17 and John

church

as

its main

21) and

Later on, this

point of reference

and

identity

(Acts 1 1.26).

Following
"Apart

Christ

the words "follow me" framed

relationship to him (Bonhoeffer 48).

designation was adopted by the early
with Jesus

followers, let them deny themselves, and take

earthly experience of his life in

essence

to all

relationship to

the chasm between God and

in him is central to the Christian life.

an

us

authentic, biblical faith.
is

impassable" (Stott 27).

Following him

"God's self-revelation in Jesus Christ" is "the

faith"

begins

...

key to experiencing

as a

(Bloesch 1 5).
relationship

In

dynamic

is

an

ongoing,

center of biblical

fact, according to Stott, "Christianity is Chrisf

to a person

(Oden 1)

and continues to exist

as a

that person.

Through the

stories of his

life, then,

we

have

a

vast "resource" for our own "life

jotimey" (Boomershine 1 6).
If the adventures of the

deeply, our stories get woven
together with Jesus' story. Jesus becomes a companion, whose words and
actions provide a context for the way in which we experience and recount
the events of our life journeys. His story becomes a framework for our
stories. (198)
Gospels

Several benefits result from the
1

.

The story is invitational;

are

learned

study of the Jesus narrative:
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2.

It touches

3.

God is made real;

4.

In it

5.

It

6.

We learn

7.

Community

we

deeply;

us

find purpose and

compels us
an

Narrative holds

to

identity;

respond;

ethic for
is built

our own

as we

living; and,

share in it.

special promise

for

reaching

younger

generations.

Prior

evangelistic approaches in the twentieth century tended to focus on
communicating through either a "program" lens-structure or methods-or a
"psychological" lens-focusing on felt needs. Narrative evangelism,
however, focuses on a "collision of stories." God's story collides with our
story and calls our story into question, forcing us to reconsider the course
of our lives and the premises of our worldview. His story forces us to
consider a new worldview in which Christ is at the center. (Ford and
Denney 220)
Further,

Ford and

Denney write.

evangelism speaks the language of a media-saturated, storyhimgry generation. It gives people a point of connection in their everyday
lives, enabling them to see how God has interacted with human history
and how he can interact with their own individual lives. (221)

Narrative

In

we can

our

learning to

Uve his story,

we are

immerse ourselves in him he then

can

better

equipped to

become "the

live out

paradigm

our own.

of [our

When

own] life"

(Navone 9).
The authentic Christian has chosen the Gospel story of Jesus as his basic
story because he believes that this is the most truthful and worthwhile

story that

our

lives have been

empowered to tell. It corresponds to his
honesty, courage, freedom and ability to
and God in the ongoing quest and questioning of his

felt need for the

deeply
accept himself,

most

others
examined life. He believes that the Church's travel story of Jesus, the
Gospel truth, discloses the true excellence of his ultimate possibilities, of
his authentic

destiny. (95)

Jesus spent three years of ministry with twelve

men

who

were

known

as

his
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disciples.

His efforts

was woven

assume

were

throughout the

capricious

not

or

unplanned but intentional. Disciple-making

fabric of his life and

He did it well. In

being.

better than anyone else. In his Great Commission

charged those who followed him to
His

concem was

do the

same

and

except

individuals in the world

as

be

changed except
(Coleman 21, 24)

Authentic Christian

as

they

are

we

(Matthew 28:1 9-20),

could

he

disciple others.

not with programs to reach the

whom the multitudes would follow.

fact,

.

.

are

.

multitudes, but with men

One cannot transform

transformed,

a

world

and individuals

can

not

molded in the hands of the Master.

discipleship is modeled best by Christ's

own

personal

strategy. How did he do it? By utilizing their natural relationships, Jesus brought the

disciples along with him
to live the

original

in the

living out of his life

narrative. The extent the Church

extent to which authentic

discipleship

Often the Church models
discussions instead of the natural

together the narrative stories
the

a

will take

relationship

of Christ's

The Christian Ufe is

ministry.

can

own

own

The

replicate this

place in the

life with

I want to create

as

simply the Ufe of, in,

a

through

lectures and

experiencing

model that

much realism and

and

able

determines the

utilizing topical

network of the Church,

hfe.

disciples were

life of its members.

classroom-based program

dynamic of experiencing Jesus'

possible.

and

vitality

replicates

as

is

Jesus. What he said and

how he lived model it best; therefore, the stories of his life should be at the heart of any

discipleship program.
Supporting Literature
Due to its

theological

gospel

importance

foundation.

m

the

study,

the literature review

Heavy emphasis is placed

narratives and the central

on

begins with the biblical-

Jesus' call

language from

the

importance of Christology to the Christian experience.

Then, the use of narrative and imagery was studied and analyzed. Ignatian spirituality
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was

Further work

explored.

given to
Christ

several

as a

was

done in the

prevailing models

in

force for Church renewal

use

was

area

in churches

Ohio,

coimty

a

Ohio.

Dayton,

twelve-year decline
enjoyed

County

within

and

a

primacy of Jesus

Study

,000 and

a

arrival attendance

thirty-minute drive

was

at

a

in

Sidney,

from the northern part of

thirty-year low. Having undergone

since 1986, the church wanted to return to the

and grow in their influence for Christ in their

people live

the

study was Sidney First United Methodist Church

seat town of 2 1

Upon

today. Finally,

particular attention

explored.

Context for the

The context for the

of discipleship, with

vitality they

a

once

community. Eighty thousand

twenty-minute driving distance, forty

five thousand in

nearly twenty thousand in Sidney proper. Sixty percent

are

Shelby

presenfly

unchurched.

The church has
Greater

a

strong evangelical background and is presently home

Sidney Area Emmaus Community.

God's word is

growing. Nearly

A

two hundred

hunger to better know

are

involved in

discipleship opportunities. Averaging over five hundred
mass

is

developing of those wanting to

go

in

to the

Christ and

study

weekly Bible study

weekly attendance,

a

or

critical

deeper in their faith joumey and get involved

beyond just Sunday moming worship.
A

variety of programs

Twenty years

ago

some

are

and have been offered in the church for this purpose.

members went

pastor-led opportunities.

learning and growth is

involve

fifty each week.

been established.

Bethel Bible

Less than ten years ago, others

A culture for

over

through the

A

now

Study

series and other

enjoyed Disciple Bible Study.

being established.

Women's Bible studies

yearly lecture series with a guest seminary professor has

Sunday moming adult classes

are

multiplying.

A

spirit for personal
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faith

development is catching.
Statement

Purpose
The purpose of the
a

church based

its

on

study was

to create and

the narratives of Jesus

implement a discipleship program

utiUzing related visual imagery and

for

to evaluate

impact on the participants.

Research Question #1
What characterizes the

development prior to
Research

level of Christian

experience

and

implementation of the discipleship program?

Question #2

What

Research

the

participants'

changes

occur

in the

participants

result of the

as a

discipleship program?

Question #3

What components of the

discipleship program had the greatest impact on the

participants?
Definitions
Narrative refers to the story genre and
use

of the

gospel

to

shape and determine

one's

For the purposes of this
nature

"a

as

The
to the

as

of following Jesus Christ and

the

faith.

aUowing his life and

own.

its

representative

picture [or] representation" of "something" (Dixon x).
images used

in the program

are

limited to those

Imagery assists

our

pictures taken on recent trips

sites of those stories used in the program. Research

to the learner in
supports the use of imagery and its benefit

.

project,

people in the

study, imagery is defined according to

Holy Land from the likely

1

it relates to this

stories about Jesus for the purposes of orienting

Discipleship is the process
story

specifically,

thmking (Niebuhr

1 5 1 -52).

a

variety of ways.
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2.

Images help

us

coalesce

of meaning and purpose

our sense

Navone

(Dixon 6;

3; Goldingay 62).
3

enable retention and recall of information

Images

.

Hauerwas and Jones
4.

Images help
see

5.

w^hat

Images

74).

learn stories.

"By seeing the place

about affective

bringing

an

image of the

learning goals (Broudy 21,51).

in the life of Jesus Christ and

on

where

ground participants
unique qualities

This

project

participants

more

means

both

as

in their

fully in the faith

of what it

by doing so

served

were

and

metaphors.

Jesus'

of Project

discipleship program was developed for a local

relationship with him.
depending

can

ideal Christian life.

Description

participants

in the mind's eye, you

using images through his stories, parables,

story has become

This

Dixon 3 7 ;

happened there" (Boomershine 18).

aid in

Jesus himself taught
own

us

(Broudy 11-12;

and

an

church to immerse its

aid in the

development of their

assimilation and

spiritual journeys.

help

discipleship tool,

Its intent

them recapture the

was

original

to

help

vision and

to follow Jesus.

Subjects
The

subjects of the study

volunteers from within the

are

(age seventeen or older),

relationship

with Jesus Christ.

Participants ranged

long-term members to the newly attending, lifetime behevers

The focus of recruitment

stressed, however,

their faith and walk with Christ. The
out of the entire church

self-selected

congregational community of Sidney First United Methodist

Church who want to grow in their
from

those adult

population.

those who wanted in

sample

to first-time seekers.

some

way to

deepen

consisted of those self-selected volvinteers
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Methodology
The purpose of this
a

local church based

on

study was to

create and

the Jesus narrative,

for

implement a discipleship program

adapting the Ignatian method as

a

format,

utilizing related visual imagery and evaluating its impact on the participants.
Various elements from the

Ignatian fradition were used. The hour-and-a-half

long sessions began with a readiness prayer and an opening question for reflection.
participant was taught to

pray for the "Grace of the

Week," that which they hoped

receive from God

as a

evening's biblical

text was distributed which aided in

context of the

Ignatian

result of their

an

placing

in-depth

"Points for Consideration." Table discussion

night's key question

freely talking to
response to the

as a

God. Their

same

on

their

to

of the fraditional site of that

image

story. The group then engaged in

concluded, participants reflected
to that

An

study.

Each

was

the

participants

Bible

in the

study organized

incorporated.

As the

as

evening

learning experience by jovimaling their response

"Colloquy," writing down their response as
compared to

answers were

what

if fhey

were

they wrote in the pretest in

questions.
Instruments

This
used. First,
which

was an

evaluative

study

participants

would

program to

evening's session, participants responded to

and evaluated. These

relationship with

discipleship

were

questions was given prior to the implementation of the

key questions again, corresponding to

compared

the

Two instruments

respond through regular journaling opportunities in the

program. At the conclusion of each

then

descriptive mode.

researcher-designed questions were built into

program. A pretest of these

the

in the

that

night's

theme.

questions sought to

Christ before and after the

Participant

one

of

answers were

determine the state of their

implementation of the discipleship program.
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Second, pre- and post-study focus groups

participants to
the

were

formed to allow volunteer

share the results of their involvement and

learning. Appendix A outlines

complete protocol.
Data Collection
Data collection

began with each focus

recorded. Second, each

was

launched

commitment to

such

as

and

analyzed

as a

Generalizability

Lenten

opportunity to deepen

one's

relationship

by immersing in the Hfe of Christ during an important part of the church

calendar. Morale and motivation

participants

taken and

of the research.
Delimitations and

with Christ

were

participant's joumaled responses were transcribed

according to the purposes

The program

group session. Notes

were

high. By being

self-selected

participants,

growth was already displayed. Also, during the time period

were

worship

of the

likely influenced through participation in other areas of the

and

fellowship

groups. No effort

was

their

made to evaluate their

study,

church's life

potential

impact.
Though the participants
United Methodist Church, the

were

study

process for most any church since
with Jesus Christ. The

work toward this end.

primarily those regularly attending Sidney First

can

our

study provides

have benefit in

primary task is

understanding the assimilation

to root persons in

valuable information

a

relationship

regarding what methods best
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CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Biblical Precedents

The stories of Jesus' Ufe and excerpts of his
as

part of the biblical

canon.

The

gospels

own

contain most of this

excerpts in the books of Acts and Revelation. In them
life

including his birth, ministry, death,

broken up into collections of stories

to what

particular themes

reflection,
for

our

a

and resurrection.

canon.

Scriptures.

That

formaUzed

material,

many

save

long

ago

small

categories relating to his

Similarly,

his

ministry is
and

is, collections of stories exist within

Just how many collections exist and

is hard to determine. However, upon fiirther

collection of "following" stories also

seems

study

relating

and

to be included within

Scriptures

edification.
Most noticeable

to his

are

were

involving his teachings, heaUngs, exorcisms,

other miracles. Canons exist within the
the cumulative collection of the

words

are

words, "Follow me."

John, receive their call
20; Mark

to

the call narratives
In the

synoptics,

Peter and

Jesus'

9:9-17; Mark 2:14; Luke 5:27), using the

on

same

disciples

as

they respond

Andrew, along with

follow and become fishers of people

1 : 1 6- 1 8; and Luke 5:10-11. Later

chronicles the

involving

as

James and

told in Matthew 4:18-

the call of Matthew is described

terminology.

The

gospel

of John

following stories of two of John the Baptist's disciples (1:35-37)

addition to that of Philip

However, the call

(Matt.

in

(1 :43).
to follow was more than just Christ's initial invitation.

Throughout the main part of his ministry life,
the cost involved. As he called others, Jesus

Jesus outlines what is entailed in this and

placed stipulations on their way of

following. Expectations of earthly comfort must be surrendered; "the

Son of Man has
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nowhere to
were

lay his head" (Matt. 8:20). Family loyalties and the obligations of the law

subservient to joining him in his mission
All who follow must be

(Matt. 8:21-22; Witherington 139).

willing to suffer the consequences.

Jesus' words

challenge: "If any want to become my followers, let them deny themselves
their

cross

and follow me"

standard. Those

(Matt. 16:24;

unwilling to

abide

challenged one's pattern of life and
sphere

comes

were

Mark 8:34; Luke

by

it

so

called

were

a

"not

(Green, McKnight,

When

we

lose

to five in and

made
A

our

hfe

find it

and Marshall

(Matt. 16:25). Surrendering

through us. Through his living then

in us,

"Jesus

pattern into the

539).

we

our

life to

Christ, he

find that which

we

for, radiating his presence and love to the world.

person's life purpose is now to embody Christ's life and his

Following Jesus was

to consume one's

greetuig, "follow me,"

Following

is his call's

worthy" of it (Matt. 10:38).

person away from that

of obedience to Jesus"
we

9:23). This

and take up

Jesus

as a

As he often

were

also

an

Metaphor

did,

passions

and be one's

goal.

purpose.

Jesus' words of initial

ongoing invitation for experiencing life

for

Jesus met his

Discipleship

disciples

where

they were and

said the familiar

words, "Follow me!" These actually comprised the first and last words
Peter. The call to follow recorded in Matthew 4: 1 8-20 served

of Peter's life. The words when

spoken again in John

They were the same words Jesus

first

Galilee. He

saw

as

Jesus

spoke to

instruction for the rest

21 would have sounded familiar.

spoke walking by a similar spot on the

Peter and his brother out in their

will make you fish for

in him.

Sea of

boats, and called, "Follow me,

people." Peter's whole life of discipleship

and I

existed between those

two calls.

The words "follow me" framed Peter's

earthly experience of Jesus

and most
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described his
was

relationship

his confession

(Matt. 16:16).
did.
an

with Jesus. Sandwiched in between the initial and

(Bonhoeffer 48)

that Jesus is "the Christ, the Son of the

The confession did not

closing call

living God"

first. His response to the invitation to follow

come

Following took priority over formal confession.

True confession

only after

comes

authentic effort to first seek and follow.

Following, then, was
one can

enjoy with him.

the chief metaphor Jesus used to describe the

He used it

over

and

yet another instance from his life, Jesus had

follow [emphasis is mine]

again. Right before

to tell

now; but you v/'iW

him, "Where

I

am

follow [emphasis

is

Peter's

4, 5, and 27. "My sheep hear My voice

...

and

denial,

going you

mine]

In another time of teaching Jesus used the word three times

(John 13:36).
verses

me

over

relationship
at

cannot

afterward"
ui

they follow [emphasis

John 1 0,

is

mine]

me"

(10:27).
Following

Christ became the

disciples (Mark 4:10).

The

disciples

early label

also in tum used the

reference to those who did not follow like

church

(Acts

the

who

analogy, especially with

they did (Luke 9:49),

as

well

as

the

early

1 1 :26).

"Following Jesus means togetherness
on

and mode of identification for the

with him and service to him while

way" (Green, McKnight, and Marshall 187).

responded to

the invitation and

was

The term

not restricted

was

to

apply to

merely to the twelve.

traveling

anyone

The

multitudes heard the call in Matthew 10:37-39; 16:24-26; Mark 8:34-9.1; and Luke 9:2327. The

metaphor is efficacious

usefulness for

for all. Its inclusion in the

succeeding generations of believers.

following of Christ

is not the achievement

or

scriptural

indicates its

As Dietrich Bonhoeffer wrote, "The

merit of a select

command to all Christians without distinction"

canon

(50).

few,

but the divine
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"It is

with Jesus"
Jesus

on

or

mere

(Green, McKnight,

several occasions

two blind

may

possible for one not to be a true part of the Way while externally traveling

may not have

Following

as

did not follow

Following

program. Mark

as

an

a

program but rather

experienced

as

did the

than the

over a

mere

"He

was

to

series of months and years, Peter

formal instruction.

a

relationship.
that

appointed twelve,

physical

person. The invitation

a

They watched,

Jesus' entire life. We know of no formalized

entailed participation in

simply states,

More than the

involved

6:10);

though they traveled with Jesus, fhey

disciples received more than just

listened to, learned from, and

3:14).

Mark

Relationship

[emphasis mine]. Living with him

and the rest of the

program.

In these cases,

said to have followed

actually joined the "Way." Following him then is more

Personal

disciples

"Follow me"

are

act.

Jesus

The

188). The crowds

(Matt. 8:1; 12:15; 14:13; 19:2; 20:29;

(Matt. 9:27; 20:34).

men

physical

and Marshall

act of following

The

relationship

they might be with

was

the

Him"

(Mark

along behind, joining the Way

entire orientation of life in the context of a

dynamic relationship

with Jesus

Savior and Lord.
What is

perhaps most noteworthy,

their way to invite

people

Christ

(Witherington 129-30).

relationship more than
initiating

it. He

the way Jesus did. No evidence exists for this. To the

to pursue their teachers. The

contrary, students had

unique to

Christ initiated it all. Rabbis did not go out of

any set of rules

pursued us

so

that

we

or

Not

only

practice of recruiting followers

did

order to live

was

following him involve a
by,

might follow him

Jesus himself was the

and

experience Ufe

one

in him.

Theological Background

"Nothing will

so

enlarge the intellect, nothing

so

magnify the whole soul

...

as a
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devout, earnest, continued investigation of the great subject of the Deity" (Packer 14).
the

preface to

"travelers"

on a

balcony looks

book, Knovying God.

his

Their way winds past

joumey.

out

over

J. I. Packer shares

an

analogy of a group

elegant Spanish villa.

an

the road. A group of "balconeers" watches

They give commentary

on

the travelers

how

(e.g.,

as

the

of

An upper story

people pass.

the reasonableness and

they walk,

potential fruitfulness of their trip,

and the wisdom in their choice of direction). From

their vantage

largely theoretical.

point,

the

is

analysis

different set of concerns,

ones more

of the other and maintain

sfrength for the way) (5).

The balconeers

insightfiil remarks,
they

but

are mere

they

are

satisfaction

Though the

comes

in the

not

on

the

on

the

a

on

occurs

keep

and

beautifial view and

not in the

way,

The fravelers receive the
a

stmggle,

tme

hope of final arrival.

the road. We walk with and follow the
We

one

who

experience him more than we merely know

security

of the

balcony but only

as we

fravel

road, following.
Packer's work

inspired me early on m my

personally and not just theoretically.
possible.

As he

said,

"I

am

Christian joumey to know God

His son, Jesus

Christ, makes

the way, and the tmth, and the

life;

this

knowledge

no one comes

to

Father, but through Me" (John 14:6). Knowing God, then, is first and foremost

Christological pursuit.

a

step in front

one

path. Safely positioned out of harm's

pursuit of one's goal

discuss him. This

how to

pain along with the pleasure.

leads, directs, supports, and sfrengthens.
or

(e.g.,

way may be freacherous and at times

The Christian life is lived

about

in nature

practical

travelers, meanwhile, face

spectators. They might have

distance themselves from the

ultimate reward.

The

In

the
a
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Christology and Relationship with

with God exists in and

Relationship
"Apart from

Jesus Christ

human finitude
other.

on

the

By ourselves
Donald

.

one

Bloesch,

to save

...

and

our

self-cenfred

neither know God

or

us

is

with Jesus Christ.

impassable.

[self-centered]

reach him"

It is

rebellion

our

on

the

(Stott 27).

in Jesus Christ: Savior and Lord, outlines the fraditional views

of Christ's incarnation.

from death and

us

through relationship

the chasm between God and

hand,

we can

regarding the purpose
1

God

corruptibility and to unite us

in the divine nature

(145);
2.

to prepare the way for the reunion of the soul with God

3.

to

4.

to reconcile and unite sinfiil

5.

to save us from the

6.

to demonsfrate and reveal God's love for

save us

Bloesch
these

uses

emphasizes

from sin and divine judgment

as

and represents

sacrificial

a

corruptibility, sin,

in him.

and

(148).

slightly different theological perspective, all, however,

becoming flesh and dwelling among us (John

the

it relevant in

cross

our

so

insures its

lives.

that

we can

potential.

enjoy relationship

Our

Through the cross

with

appropriation of this

our

bondage to death,

divine judgment, and the demonic powers of darkness is broken. The

destruction of these
now

us

(147);

unite, reunion, reconcile, and love. While each of

relationship with us

atoning work on

gift makes

(147);

to the incarnation.

Jesus Christ establishes

God. Christ's

God

humanity to

allude to the relational purpose of Christ's

1:14). This is fiindamental

(146);

demonic powers of darkness

words such

( 1 46);

sfrongholds or relationships

enables

us

to establish a new

relationship
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Christology as the Dynamic

Center of Faith

Within this framework Christ

with God. However, this

stop

on

the way to

be described

as our

metaphor can lead to thinking

that

mediator to

relationship

knowing Christ is only

knowing God. Rather, knowing Christ is knowing God.

revelation in Jesus Christ" is "the
Id. the John 14

15).

can

discourse,

dynamic center of biblical

Jesus

and

a

"God's self

apostolic faith" (Bloesch

said,

'If you had knovm Me, you would have known my Father also; from now
on you know Him, and have seen Him.'
Philip said to Him, 'Lord, show
the

us

Father, and it is enough for us.'

long with you,
has
In Thomas

seen

Jesus said to

and yet you have not come to
seen the Father.' (14:7-9)

him, 'Have I been so
know Me, Philip? He who

Me has

Kelly's A Testament of Devotion.

Deep within us all there is an amazing inner sanctuary of the soul, a holy
place, a Divine Center, a speaking Voice, to which we may continuously
return. Eternity is at our hearts, pressing upon our time-torn lives,
warning us with intimations of an astounding destiny, calling us home
unto Itself Yielding to these persuasions, gladly committing ourselves in
body and soul, utterly and completely, to the Light Within, is the
beginning of true life. It is a dynamic center, a creative Life that presses
to birth within us. It is a Light Within which illumines the face of God
and casts new shadows and new glories upon the face of men. It is a seed
stirring to life if we do not choke it. It is the Shekinah of the soul, the
Presence in the midst. Here is the Slumbering Christ, stirring to be
awakened. (Kelly 3)
Christ's
our

fellowship

"Christianity

importance

with

Son.

(Stott 13).

all these

"Christianity is
The

or

God, but also cenfral to

is Chrisf

reading or prayer,

caimot be excluded

a

things

relation to

a

diminished. He is not

successfully living

formulas,

rooted in

a

as

only

cenfral to

the Christian life.

habits of behavior,

even

relationship with Jesus Christ,

person" (Oden 1).

Church, described in Scripture

incarnates this

our

More than

are

or

Christ's

imique relationship in its very being.

He is the

dynamic

body with him

as

As individuals

Bible

God's

center.

head, embodies

we are

uniquely
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bound then to each other. When

amongst

us

(Matt. 1 8:20)

we

gather,

in addition to

Living out this unique dynamic
John Stott
without

a

even as

in all

corpse without breath"

a

encompassing picture

as

we

do is the

therefore,

a

as

three,

well

chest without

a

(155).

key

In Focusing

of what this should look like. Each

dimension of Christ's character and

two or

there he is

living individually inside us.

writes, "Christianity without Christ is

portrait,

few

different

a

on

as

the

treasure,
Christ he

chapter reveals

dynamic

challenge.

to

a

Uving

a

frame

paints

an

all-

different
in and

through him.
1)

Through Christ

2)

On Christ

3)

In Christ

our

our

as our

Foundation

Life Giver

4) Under Christ our

Lord

(34-50);

(5 1 -68);

(69-84);

5)

With Christ

our

Secret

6)

Unto Christ

our

Goal

(102-1 19);

7)

For Christ

Lover

(120-138);

8)

Like Christ

our

our

Model

Jesus is the life. Not

abundantly" (John 10:10);
true

Mediator ( 1 7-33);

God, and

came

come

to be it.

"that

we

might have life,

"Eternal life" is

things hold together" (Col. 1:17).

Lives

are

am

in my

might have
the

"He is before all

it

only

things,

to be built on and around all

our

(Col. 3:3). Therefore, by immersing ourselves

for ourselves the "I

and

"know[ing] Thee,

(John 17:3).

Having been "crucified with Chrisf (Gal. 2:20),

Christ in God"

dynamic.

(139-1 54).

only did he

he

and

Jesus Christ whom Thou hast sent"

and in Him all

that he is.

(85-101);

lives

in his

are

Hfe,

"hidden with
we

better realize

Father, and you in me, and I in you" (John 14:20) ideal and
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The level of intimacy Jesus

enjoy

wants us to

with him. We

enjoyed with his

are

awakened to

father is the

same

kind of intimacy he

realization of his love. Our life of

a

discipleship

is then lived in response. We follow his way and the commands

testifying to

our

commitment. God then

thereof,

multiphes his presence within us, revealing in

greater depth the beauty of his character (John 14:20-23). As his presence in
we are

grows,

confirmed in him.

With each

Seminar report. Christians

ensuing Jesus

believe and what they do not believe about him. Ben

Christology of Jesus that in the debate
had to say about himself His

own

we

(1).

Christian life is

simply the life of Christ.

The

or

not

Webster

be,

warns

the greatest

argues in The

weight to

should govern what

what Jesus
we

most

Christian life.

What he said and how he lived models it best.
at the heart of any church's

discipleship

on

incamational,

"Believers need to be

against two dangers.

a

minimal Jesus but

produce an abstract Christ" (15-16).

Christ and his life

only cultural

pressures which
meant to

give

they

plan.

Douglas
are

forced to confirm what

approach is necessary in imderstanding the

same

Therefore, the stories of his life should be
program

should

are

Witherington

personal Christology

think about him

there

us

the

one

pressures which

produce

hand, insignificant nor,

known in

us

on

the other,

aware

that

religious
were never

incomprehensible but rather

and through us.
Narrative

The Christian hfe is lived in
we are

privileged to

this

relationship with Christ. Through the resurrection

reality. "Following him" is

Testament times. The Great Commission echoes

disciples, learning fi-om him to

serve

as

real

a

possibility as it was

today, calling us to

walk

as

in New

his

him. The Church carries with it this burden to
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produce Christ
The
written

followers. It is to be

our

only specialty.

early disciples were drawn to him (John 2:35-41; 6:44).
to draw

so as

The

gospels

were

succeeding generations unto him.

Now Jesus did many other signs in the presence of his
disciples, which
not written in this book. But these are written so that
you may come to

believe that Jesus is the

Messiah, the

believing you may have

life in his

The canonized stories

now serve as

pictures

"By forming these

them, but also

a

a

made that claim for them"

His life carried its

Preaching,

stories into

own

They are,

(John

as

only

gospel portrayal of Jesus'

interests and

prevailing
known

as

teaching
of the

the

beginning with equilibrium,

opening chapter of John.

disciples along with the massive

challenge.

reveals his true purpose and

final denouement

as

he

or

closing denouement

His

disequilibrium with

condition is revealed. Conflict with the

only escalates. Meanwhile, he raises up

and words of hope and

cross

claim for

life includes all of these elements. His

mourning over the human

social structures

a

narrative framework. In Journeys Toward Narrative

cosmic purpose is described in the

worldly

staked

(Goldberg 206).

disequilibrium, escalation, reversal, to challenge and response
The

did, and what he

such, "normative" for faith

canon, tradition not

classical narrative flow is outlined

(Robinson 3).

through

20:30-3 1)

of who he was, what he

meant to those persons who encountered hitn.

and Ufe.

Son of God, and that

name.

are

crowds who

are

a

band of followers

inspired through

Momentum grows until the

plan.

The

his

stunning reversal

post-resurrection stories

act

as

the

gives closing instructions for those that want to live for him.

These narrative elements

similarly take place in the life of anyone

connect with and relate to him and his

toward conversion. Until the

story. The pattern outlines

prodding

of the

a

who seeks to

person's

Holy Spirit, most would

seem

process
content in
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their condition until

life, the weight of sin increases.

they come to
reached

as

that

is stirred up. Under conviction from his work in their

disequilibrium

The

awareness

point of reversal or life change.

they commit to

Kve

people are brought into

a

new

(Mead 7).

encounter Jesus

the locus for

a

dynamic synergy.

The stories in

our

hear

It is where "new

the biblical story and to the

Therefore the chvirch should be

through the story of and stories from his

Whenever

escalates until

plane of understanding is

faith-heritage that connects them to

life of the people of God"
can

A

forgiveness

Christ follower.

as a

Today the local congregation is

people

of the need for

a

place where

life.

freasury help us understand parts of the eternal story.
a new story it is like opening a big window that enables
us to see more of the BIG story, the story of [human]kind.
The more
stories we add to our freasury, the more windows we open and the more
we see and imderstand of the eternal story, or the story of humankind.
we

...

(Griggs 10)
The

only real thing we have to

Newbigin writes, "The dogma,
timeless

propositions:

it is

a

offer is story

thing given for our acceptance in faith,

the

story" (12). Dogma

and

as

252). Narrative

or

story is how

or

we

of theological

a

came

set of

from

the book of Genesis,

narrative. This holds true for the

"Reasoning is not the original form

is not

theological principles

reflection upon the story. Ever since the book of begirmings,

theological reflection started

As Lesslie

(Ford and Denney 220).

gospel

accounts

as

well.

expression," it is "narrative" (Metz

experience life. Principles develop

out of this

experience.
Living in

the Jesus

Therefore,
life of Jesus

as

Story
the Christian

Church,

by means of the life of Jesus.

our

most basic task is to connect

He invites

us

people to

to consider him our axis for

living-we in him and he in us (John 14:20). John Navone describes this

awareness as

the
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recognizing Jesus

"the

as

paradigm of one's Hfe" (9).

process of making the sacred stories of Jesus' Hfe

LessHe

Newbigin,

Steven Crites refers to this

as a

"dweUing-places" (70). According to

the Christian Ufe is

in which

we Uve in the bibUcal story as
part of the community whose
it
find
in
the
the
clues
to
story is,
story
knowing God as his character
becomes manifest in the story, and from within that indwelUng try to
one

imderstand and cope with the events of our time and the world about us
and so carry the story forward. At the heart of the story, as the key to the

whole, is the incarnation of the Word, the life, ministry, death, and
resurrection of Jesus. (99)
This

implies

an

orientation of our Ufe around

from what the rest of society

follows,

one

that is

a

different

"plausibility

structure"

"essentiaUy narrative" (Newbigin 99).

The narrative is Jesus.
The authentic Christian has chosen the

Gospel story

of Jesus

as

his basic

story because he believes that this is the most truthful and worthwhile
story that our lives have been empowered to tell. It corresponds to his

deeply felt need for the honesty, courage, freedom and ability to
accept himself, others and God in the ongoing quest and questioning of his

most

examined life. He believes that the Church's travel story of Jesus, the
Gospel truth, discloses the true excellence of his ultimate possibilities, of

his authentic

Raising people up
must now be even

We

more

destiny. (Navone 95)

in the stories of Jesus cannot be taken for

granted, but

rather

of a concerted effort for the church. Loren Mead asserts:

can no

longer

assume

that the

community has engaged people in any
Near total ignorance of the biblical

serious contact with the tradition.
story and of the faith is more and more the

norm.

More and

more new

members of the church start at ground zero. Young people and adults now
come to churches with absolutely no previous experience with any group
The cultural environment of our younger generations is
or fradition.
...

much more distant from

even

the stories and illusfrations of the faith than

previous generations. (51)
Crites writes that sacred stories "and the
monuments that

the

men

symbolic worlds they project,

are

not like

behold, but like dwelling-places. People live in them" (70). This is

preferred plan at least. Regretfully,

Jesus' stories

are

treated

more

like monuments of
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past

events than

dwelling-places

Reading the Scriptures
the life of our Savior. In
reader and the word is
much

more

to seek"

happens

a

in which

should be

a

we

may live and be

dynamic adventure, especially when studying

Opening the Bible

Merton

writes, "[T]he relationship between

dynamic one-'living and efficacious '-and

that

we

(35). Therefore,

expect and much more is found that

our

to live.

empowered

reading cannot be a mere

static

in that

we

originally started

experience.

"[A]ny serious reading of the Bible means personal involvement

relationship

in it, not

out

Merton asserts,

simply mental

agreement with abstract propositions" (43). But then he says that involvement, in fact,
should be

"dangerous" (43). For,
the word of God is

event but person, and the entire meaning
and content of the Bible is to be found, say the Apostles, not in the
...

not

only

message about Christ but in an encounter with Christ, who is at
person and word of God and who lives as the Risen Lord. (79)

Helping people find
study's

and

experience that "encounter"

should be

one

once

of any Bible

choicest aims.

Benefits of Living in the Jesus

Through the

Story

stories of Jesus

joumey" (Boomershine 16).
surmises, "[T]hey generally

In

we

have available to

us a

vast "resource" for

our

"life

surveying various narrative theologians, Goldberg

concur

that these narratives reflect the primary stmcture of

existence, make basic claims about the fanth of that existence, and display the ways

whereby such

existence may be

Boomershine,

a

narrative

fimdamentally affected

storyteller himself,

and transformed"

(245).

says.

If the adventures of the Gospels are leamed deeply, our stories get woven
together with Jesus' story. Jesus becomes a companion, whose words and
actions provide a context for the way in which we experience and recount
the events of our life joumeys. His story becomes
stories. (198)

a

framework for

our
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Boomershine and

Goldberg do not go

far

in the end Christ's story should become

variety of benefits

A

word

was

made flesh

result. On

shaped

in those

people

198; Navone 22). According

create

but

a

take

world before

arranged

in

a

and

and

to

meaning in

on

people's

a

eyes and

a

basis for

narrative"

our own

ears.

(159).

is

.

.

.

more

real for

us.

We

connect

(Boomershine

Burrell, "Character and

"Biblical stories in

never

us

the affective

reinforce and

particular,

do," writes

remember"

ethic of Jesus' life

begins

Through the

story "defines who

a

emotions" and

both

reassure

"impact us in ways that precepts

response. The Christ stories

to manifest

we

can

our

attention" and

(232).

evoke

stories

emotional side of our

"Stories

Rick Warren. Stories "hold

We should

(Goldingay 65).

or

unsettle; they may offer identity or

and "normative for Christian conduct and belief (Navone 22,

our

the

immerse

ethic of living

highly emotional" (Boomershine 19).

Consequently they

response

as

They portray the world in which we live,

deeply, impacting

(Goldingay 63). "They stir our

therefore, "help

as we

Son become

Hauerwas and David

Stanley

challenge, support and confi-ont,

propositions

God becomes real. Just

meaningfiil pattern" (Goldingay 62).

"Storytelling

disturb"

personal level,

who first encountered him.

provides

The Jesus stories touch us
life.

story.

incarnation, God and his

The Jesus narrative also

only

a

companion,

a

words, learning to appropriate his divine action, and thus

with the responses of those

moral notions

our

More than just

(John 1:14) through the incarnation of Jesus,

ourselves in the stories of that
are

enough, however.

we

are"

"stories for action"

91). They demand ovir

experience transformation and fiiiit bom

as

the

itself through us.

acquire purpose and identity.
(100).

are

When "the

Lesslie

Newbigin

notes that

Christ-story can become our story,

.

.

.
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it

can

provide us

with the courage to face

death,

to hve

responsibly, reverently and

realistically" (Navone 54). Through the enabling ministry
Christ and

experience

When

we

Christ in

share in the

Life becomes

us.

of the

Holy Spirit,

meaningfiil.

Christ-story together,

it builds

community.

Persons who tell each other stories become friends

together in special

ways.

...

live in

we

New connections

are

...

[and]

are

bound

established between

persons who have heard and identified with the same stories. And the
deeper the meaning of the story, the deeper are the relationships that are

formed

by the sharing. You get to know other people and you get to know
yourself. (Boomershine 18-19)
The Jesus story is invitational. As with any biography
claim is twofold:

"[T]he

claim that it is true to life of the

claim that this life story holds out
can

incorporate into

beyond

any

mere

or

1:16).

indwelling

own

life"

came

telling, according to

the

hearing or reading it

(Goldberg 63).

Michael Root

But far

both in the

(265).

is "the power of God for salvation to everyone who has faith"
to

forgive us, making us

presence, he transforms

life with him. This is
him

her

one

biography, redemptive potential lies in the story of Jesus,

gospel

Jesus

or

autobiography,

whose story it is, and the

truth about life that the

at least relate to his

events themselves and in their

The

some

one

or

ultimately

(John 6:44) bringing us to

heirs of eternal Hfe

a

a

us

at peace with God

into the

(Rom.

(Rom. 5:1). Through his

image of Christ, making us fit for eternal

Spirit-driven endeavor.

point of rebirth and then

The

Holy Spirit draws us

renews us

to

to become God's

(Tit. 3:5-7).

The Invitational Potential of Narrative
A narrative form of evangelism holds

special promise for reaching new believers,

particularly today's younger generations, connecting to
being reached. Ford and Denney laud

it

as a

"new-old"

Christ those who

approach.

are

not

currently
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approach when compared with other twentieth-century
strategies because it has not been actively attempted until recently.
It is

old
the

a new

approach because it is the
early evangelists. (220)

same

It is

an

approach used by Jesus himself and by

Prior

evangehstic approaches in the twentieth century tended to focus on
communicating through either a "program" lens-structure or methods-or a
"psychological" lens-focusing on felt needs. Narrative evangelism,
however, focuses on a "collision of stories." God's story collides with our
story and calls our story into question, forcing us to reconsider the course
of our lives and the premises of our worldview. His story forces us to
consider a new worldview in which Christ is at the center. (220)
Further

they vmte:
Narrative

evangelism speaks the language of a media-saturated, storyhungry generation. It gives people a point of cormection in their everyday
lives, enabling them to see how God has interacted with human history
and how he can interact with their own individual lives. (221)
A narrative

emphasis

in

teaching methods

is

advocated,

too. Rich Nathan and

Ken Wilson note,

Gospels provide a model for teaching that is especially effective for the babygeneration, called by some "Generation X." This generation's value on
personal experience, their hunger for community, and their renewed interest in a
spiritual realm beyond the material, make the Gospels especially effective tools
for reaching them. (145)
The

buster

For

example,

when

teaching the Pauline principles

sanctification, using
Wilson

a

story from the Ufe of Christ

can

as

justification and

illustrate it best

(Nathan and

146).

Why not apply this sfrategy in teaching

Scriptures,
model.

such

or

how to

serve

someone

him? Jesus is the model

how to pray,

so we

or

how to

use

the

could, therefore, make him the

Lyle Schaller writes, "The demand for meaningfiil adult Bible study by [the]

generation bom in the
churches

(69).

1956-68

era

Great results could

may be the most atfractive
come

from

a

single entry poinf

concerted effort to retell the

'

to

old, old
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story and immerse people in the life of Christ. According to John Navone, in its telling
w^e

"[disclose]

the true excellence of [our] ultimate

possibilities" (95).

Learning the Jesus Story

Throughout his book, Story Journey. Thomas Boomershine
various
find

techniques

someone

for

learning a particular story.

describes

some

of the

He maintains that the first step is to

with which to learn it.

[T]he most natural way to learn a story is by hearing it told well and then reteUing
it. That is the way in which stories are leamed in oral cultures. But most people
who leam biblical stories in literate cultures do it alone, working with a text.
Thus, while I recommend that you listen to the telling of the stories whenever
possible, find a partner and leam a story together. (24)
...

Could

one

of the best

context with

settings therefore in which to

be

hung

on

and

image

of the

picture the

theme

or an

stmcture. "Once the stmcture is

that mental frame"

through the chronological
mental

(Boomershine 24).

life of Christ

give

things he taught and

stmcture. "The

therefore, help

episodes

a

said?
are

Would

clearly
a

in

mind, the words

stmctured

reading

participant a better understanding

and

Third, according to Boomershine,

chunks of the story that

are

imified

name

by a

in

otir

knowing him and embracing the importance of his story for our life.

How beneficial then could the

The most

use

of imagery be in the

important step, however,

calls this "interiorization"

personal

and

Developing an overview of the life of Christ could,

Fourth, Boomershine writes, think through the story and memorize it.

our own

group

unage" (27). Could we similarly categorize the main themes portrayed

lived out in the life of Jesus?

(28).

a

fellow seekers?

Secondly, recount the
can

leam the Jesus story be in

(43).

This

can

and shared communal

Picture the

study of Jesus'

scene

hfe?

is to get the story into ourselves. Boomershine

be

accomplished through the identification of

stories, which relate to the bibUcal

one.
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"Connecting our experiences

of life with biblical stories

While "the head stores the

depth and distinctiveness" (36).
structures of the

story

...

we

gives

feel the story in

our

hearts"

our

telling of the stories

words, concepts, and
"Interiorization" then is

(44).

an

important step in learning to embody the Jesus story throughout our daily lives.
These

pointers

serve as

helpful guidelines

story and could be implemented

as

for anyone

leam the Jesus

wanting to

part of an intentional discipleship program.

Imagery
Inherent in the

things,

certain

meaning.
is

an

of narrative material is the

things. They take place in

When

image

use

we

once

read the

it is

stories,

certain

we see

use

places,

them take

of imagery. Stories

which carry their

about

are

own sense

of

place in our minds. The story itself

leamed, i.e. remembered, by the individual (Hauerwas and

Jones

79).
An

their

image

can

representative

representation,

be defined in

a

variety

of ways. In

character when he writes that

of something

or

someone"

(x)

an

general

terms John Dixon notes

image is "normally

and later

more

a

specifically

picture,

"a made

a

object-

drawn, painted, printed, carved-that represents something other than itself (37). Harry

Broudy maintains images

are

most

simply "sensory patterns" (11). Photographs, thus,

are a

specific type of image (Dixon 8).

more

limited manner,

or

house)

be "any

or

action

The Dictionary of Biblical Imagery defines it in

saying image is "any word that names

(such

as

miming

or

threshing)."

It goes

a

on

object or action that we can picture" (Ryken, Wilhoit,

The Bible is filled with

concrete

to say

and

a

thing (such as tree

an

image

can

also

Longman xiii).

images.

[M]ore than a book of ideas: it is also a book of images and motifs.
Everywhere we tum we find concrete pictures and recurrent patterns.
[T]he Bible is much more a book of images and motifs than of

.

.

.
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abstractions and
These

images

propositions (Ryken, Wilhoit,

be both concrete and

can

paradigmatic.

Jesus

throughout his teaching both for illustration and insight.
the Sower, the listener "sees" the

seed, soil, thorns,

Jesus

serving

the

was

making.

spiritual

The concrete

life and

our

as

been leamed

In the

master

using them

telling of the Parable of

and birds in addition to the

point

response to God.

interpret it adequately" (3 14).

by the individual

systems" (Hauerwas and
the

was a

Longman xiii)

paradigmatic metaphors for understanding

Goldingay asserts, "[T]he interpreter who
and poetry will not

and

appreciate scripture

Stories

are

images

because narrative forms themselves

Jones

study of religion" (xv),

fails to

the

79). According to Dixon,

and therefore its

potential

for

when

are

"image

discipleship

imagery

they have

entire

is

as

"symbolic

indispensable to

should be

considered.

Iconography
Icons

are

particular forms

of imagery.

symbolical representation of Christian ideas,
within

Livingstone 688)
meaning "image"

or

a

certain genre of art. The word

art was

more

realistic

icon is "the

history" (Cross

comes

fi-om

a

pictorial

or

and

Greek word

mainly just symboUc. Arks, waters, fish,

represented the various scriptural
more

persons, and

an

"portrait" (Ouspensky 39).

Early Christian

became

Specifically,

triumphal

stories.

in appearance.

During the

Syrian

Constantinian

and

period.

crosses

Christian art

influence in the sixth century made it

(Cross and Livingstone 688) and gradually personified imagery grew in

popularity.
Icons

are

effectual for

Ouspensky writes,

spiritual development and worship.

"That which the word communicates

In

quoting

St.

Basil,

by sound, the painting shows
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silently by representation" (10). Through both the proclamation of the Word and its
portrayal through pictures,

Acting

we

kind of window,

as a

realm of God's mystery

The icon

(1

encounter

Cor.

never

as

reality than that of our

through their veneration we

led

are

own

the

deeper into

(10).

spiritual

2:7).

strives to stir the emotions of the faithful. Its task is not to

provoke in them one
emotion

different

a

well

as

or

the

another natural human

reason

emotion, but

to

guide

every

and all the other faculties of human nature.

(Ouspensky and Lossky 39)
The

images

God

(Ouspensky and Lossky 48).

not

only provide

deeper awareness

a

deeper reahty of God's world,

Icons

are

at the same

of the Word but also of our

incamational. While

they lead us

actual icon for the Christian faith? Rather than
the

sjmbol. Further,

revealing the meaning

not

fiiUy

and

a

icons in the Eastem and Russian Orthodox

God's

new

and effect

(67).

exploration
become
can

an

indeed

as

He

he

mere

(66).

serve as an

serves more

Jesus is the

appropriately

personification,

not just Christian.

"The

Iconographic Nature

Explaining the purpose

of

and usefiilness of

tradition, he discusses Scripture's similar

"windows into

order of being in Chrisf

enabled. More than just the
results

chapter on

in his book Shaped by the Word.

iconographic nature

symbol,

tmly human,

M. Robert Mulholland has written

Scripture"

as a

merely a pictorial representation,

of being

into the

time, they help reveal it (Ouspensky 58).

With respect to the above considerations, could, in fact, Jesus' life

as

image of

reality, drawing [the participant]

A much

more

experiential dynamic

informational benefit, life

change

or

into

is

spiritual formation

quotes Alan Jones in saying, "The joumey [inward to God] involves the

of images,

icon,

a

mythologies, ideas, pictures,

window into

serve as

reality" (63).

this window

(64),

in the

hope that

one or

two may

As Mulholland asserts, biblical

language

and moreso, the life of Christ who is the Word
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made flesh

(John 1:14).

The Usefuhiess of Images

Several scholars researched chronicled many different ways
learner. Their

realize. "We

insights

are

far

ourselves to be and

follow.

more

...

First, images aid in

our

imagery benefits the

thinking more than we perhaps

image-making and image-using creatures

are

guided

and formed

in

by images

our

than

minds"

we

usually think

(Niebuhr

151-

152).
Second, they help us organize
made clearer
and the

(Dixon 6;

Navone

thoughts.

our

our

meaning and purpose of ideas

formation of ideas and

Their representative character

learnings.

Third, images enable retention and recall of information (Broudy 11-12;
37; Hauerwas and

Jones

according to images,

This holds

74).

we use

particularly true

metaphor

can

be taken

for adults. As well

them in the storage of our information

However, if not careful, the use of images
a

only

so

is

3; Goldingay 62). "The image makes the distant present

un-manageable manageable" (Dixon 8).

contributes to

The

far without

can

also be

as

Dixon

thinking

(Broudy 1 1-12).

limiting.

The usefiilness of

making it mean more than what the speaker

originally intended. Thoughts generated can sometimes become too

narrow or

singular in

scope.

Fourth, images help
can see

story

what

more

us

leam stories.

eye, you

happened there" (Boomershine 1 8). They help place the participant into

the

readily.

Five, images play a particular role
and

"By seeing the place in the mind's

helping to bring

about

more

In every mode

m

tapping into

the affective side of the brain

experiential learning goals.

[of learning]

the

image has

a

central role.

...

These

images
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of feeling connect the

cognitive and emotional aspects of life and learning.
experience does its work in the domain of feeling.
[They
convey] nimierous unnamed values intimations. (Broudy 51,21)

Aesthetic

...

can

...

The left

hemisphere's forte is analysis, reason, and logic. The right
hemisphere is dominant in visual and other sensory processes, as well as
in the exercise of emotion.
Conceptually and emotionally neutral words
activate the left hemisphere, while words that name images and are
emotionally laden activate the right. (Ryken, Wilhoit, and Longman xiii)
...

The
Interest is

use

of images

could, therefore, greatly aid

sparked. Feelings

can

be broached.

in the

could be

Participants

setting of the biblical story anticipating what God might do
concepts could also be introduced with

a

vivid

learning

of the Jesus story.

placed

in the actual

in them. Abstract biblical

point of reference.

Jesus' Use of Imagery
Jesus

he

was

taught utilizing images through individual analogies

attempting

meaningfiil images
our

our more

to educate our

decision and action"

powerfully than

a

that

affective side. He

affectivity,

direct statement"

(Goldingay 62).

to mind when

our

attention, hold

Jesus

hearing the story

images

than

merely outlining various propositions

come

seize

"provid[ed]

(Navone 137). Story tends

The

and

The rational,

out of the

image, the more

creative

use

the

of story. If

evoke

us

with

interest, [and]

our

"[communicate]
master of this

a more

vivid

more

technique.

experience

principles.
of his

day.

The

image was

interpretive proposition followed closely but the proposition

primary.

beggar to

to

was a

Images and story were the typical teaching methods

the

use

to connect with us at all levels of experience, the use of images was a

deliberate method of reaching

motivate

and the

affective

means

of communication. "In the Middle East, from

king, the primary [original emphasis] method

of metaphor and

came

of creating

meaning is the

story" (Bailey 21). Bailey explains that we in the West,

in most forms of discourse

...

begin with an idea and then occasionally
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[original emphasis] that idea with a simile, metaphor, or parable.
The conceptual language is primary and the metaphor or parable is
secondary. The first is critical, the second is optional. (15)
illustrate

However, for the Middle Easterner,
the

The Middle Eastem mind creates meaning by
equation is reversed.
of simile, metaphor, proverb, parable, or dramatic action.
The
primary language is that of the metaphor/parable and the secondary
language is the conceptual interpretation of the metaphor that in Biblical
literature is often given with it. (16)

the

Imagery

and

...

use

...

Discipleship

As the Jesus stories become

base, that is,

influence in and
and

over our

more

and

lives. The

in his

are

think and feel" increases

hfe, it begins

(Broudy

to have more and

the ideal model for Christians and,

such, the chief image. Relating specifically

as an

allusionary

more

Longman xiii).

"exemplars" have always played

or

more

we

our

images begin to shape ovir worldview (Ryken,

He and the stories from his life

as

of a part of our understanding,

"the stock of meanings with which

22). By immersing ourselves

Wilhoit,

more

example

of honesty

or

the

a

to values

For

key part.

Wright brothers

therefore,

education, Broudy remarks that

example,

Abraham Lincoln is often used

of patience. "The

image of the right

act

attitude is the touchstone of learning.... One way of teaching values, therefore, is to

shape the pupil's value models" (38, 40).
How much more,

then,

can

change in the life of the one who
as our

chief mode

potential

as

as

the life of Jesus

impact and bring about positive

studies him? More than just

well. His power

his follower and fashions

ever

gone

on a

model, his hfe

serves

working in and through us brings about our fiill
us

into

a

model of his

Imagery can be used in other ways to help people
stories. If one has

our

trip to

the

Holy Land,

a

image.

coimect with the individual

deeper appreciation for the
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stories of the Bible and their understanding
and

seeing

note

where the stories took

"[T]he time

is

accompaniment to
Bruce Schein

xv).

ripe

for

bold

commentaries and dictionaries with

new

images

editors of the Dictionary of Biblical Imagery

come

aliye"

(Ryken, Wilhoit,

and

pictorial

Longman

essentially did just that in his commentary entitled Following the Way
historical, geographical joumey following the Johannine

a

Images of the land

seem even more

place. The

make the literal

walking the reader through
narrative.

some

usually results just from being there in person

and its social context

real and authentic. The

same

are

interspersed, making the story

technique could be applied to

a

church's

discipleship program.
Pictorial
more

accompaniment has

the

potential

vivid and thus have greater affective

of imagery in this way holds

postmodem

to make the Jesus stories and

impact

particular interest

for

for the individual

"[IJnstead

learning primarily from language [original emphasis]-from books
disciplines of reading and writing-the new

curriculum relies

on

back

Comenius.... In his

as

pictures
An

to facilitate the

to

pictures goes back

day he was famous

for Orbis

a

The

stories in the

of students

images [original
is

really nothing new,

long way, certainly

pictus,

use

and the mental

emphasis]-computer screens and VCRs" (1 83-84). This, however,
according to Broudy. "Relating words

participants.

communicating gospel

age. In Postmodem Times. Gene Veith asserts,

concepts

a

as

far

textbook that used

learning of Latin vocabulary (13).

Image-based Curriculum
For their Sixth

of Churches

prepared

study sessions

were

Assembly held in Vancouver, Canada,
an

image-based

created based

curriculvim for their

on seven

delegates.

different biblical

Ufe, birth, house of living stones, bread of life,

in 1983, the World Council
A series of seven

images of Jesus:

freasure of Ufe,

crown

the way of

of Ufe, and water of
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life. The focus

justice to

on

relates to the
and

Each lesson

participant's

then, finally,

In the

are

community
with

begins

are

They

are

evocative;

3

They

call forth
into

4.

They tap

5.

They help

listed

a

(Images,

"Notes for

exploration of the particular image

by a biblical story pertaining to that

as

it

same

previous

life

in

warns

The other is
a

positives, including the following:

experience

come

against

and memory; and

alive. (Images

3)

"two extremes." "One

imaginative exploration of the image to

study.

as

wealth of associations;

make the word

The curriculum

'explained'

around the world"

do

aid to memory;

2.

biblical

an

[the] diversity and

introductory material, both the benefits and difficulties in using the images

an

.

"intended to enhance

group discussion.

They are

.

was

life followed

own

discussed. Several factors
1

images

the richness of the Christian

Group Enablers").

image,

the biblical

go

so

seeing the image

far afield that the exercise
as a mere

few sentences and then discarded"

ceases

illustration which

(Images,

the

danger is allowing

"Notes for

can

to be

a

be

Group

Enablers").
The

use

of images

images sparingly

so

they

can

indeed be

problematic.

This

discipleship

program

uses

do not dominate the biblical material.

The World Council of Churches' material is
the benefits of imagery into

a

discipleship program.

a

noteworthy attempt to incorporate

For their purposes the

use

of

tiranscultural

imagery crossed cultural boundaries, bringing people together fi-om diverse

backgrounds

around

a

general theme.
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Discipleship
Nine out of every ten Americans consider themselves Christian.

Yet, nine out of

ten Americans do not know the Great Commission. Seven out of ten do not know John

3:16.

Only three

out of ten

can

tell the

meaning

of "the

capable of naming the top-rated prime-time television
accurately

state the

defining theme of the

"bom-again," the figures

are

not much

not know what the Great Commission

do understand the
Bama

elementary

facts

are

not

able to

are

are

better. Even within this category,

considered

eight of ten do

is, only half know John 3.16, while six

out of ten

as

known, what can be deduced about persons and their actual
Christ? Is

discipleship working

an

well

as

as we

Robert Mulholland writes, the real test is not in

a

(Ephesians 4:13)" (Invitation 24).
"being conformed" to

the

own

mere

intellectual

a

lifelong process of growth

process of "growing up in every way into him
As he

delineates,

image of Christ,

We cannot do it out of our

would like it to?

Christiikeness. "The Christian

intentional and continual commitment to

toward wholeness in Christ. It is

as

an

the Christian life is

opposed

efforts; rather,

this be done without first and foremost
The

than

Christian faith." Of those who

understanding or assent but rather in one's growth into
is

...

are

is, nonetheless, merely testing for factual information. However, if these

Further,

...

shows

"More adults

phrase "the gospel" (Bama 35-37).

relationships with Jesus

joumey

gospel."

to

it is done

a

process of our

"conforming" oneself to
by

...

it

(25).

Christ's work in us. How

introductory knowledge of his

can

life?

Principle of Association
Our

relationship

with Jesus Christ is the fiindamental

dynamic

in the Christian

life. In The Master Plan of Evangelism, Robert Coleman writes, "It all started

calling

a

few

men

to follow Him.... His concem

was

by Jesus

not with programs to reach the
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multitudes,
are

only

as

but with

good

as

whom the multitudes would follow" in return

men

their

ability to bring

about

participants' transformation by helping

people

connect with Christ and invite him into their life. "One

except

as

individuals in the world

except

as

they

are

molded

m

Both Coleman and

are

the hands of the Master"
this the

or

family,

not transform

caimot be

a

world

changed

(24).

principle of "Association" (Coleman

39; Elms 31). Jesus and his disciples spent time together
friends

can

transformed, and individuals

Leroy Eims call

(21). Programs

the home of Peter's mother-in-law

(to

at a

wedding of Jesus'

heal her and then for

own

supper),

a

party of Matthew's tax-collector friends, fishing expeditions, midnight boat rides, and
countless other

and

places.

Their

itinerary included teachings, exorcisms, healings, miracles,

disputes with religious leaders and

authorities.

They

shared in

triumphal parades,

feast dinners, and prayer vigils. He took three of them up to the Mount of

Transfiguration.

In

doing

so

Jesus

opened up most

every

Eims compares this sfrategy to other notable

the

Scriptures: Elijah

and

Elisha,

Moses and

aspect of his life

to them.

relationships appearing throughout

Joshua, David and his

men, and Paul and

Timothy (30-33).
The

disciples received Christ's teaching in the

experience. "Knowledge

was

explanation" (Coleman 39).

That is, life

was

the context of their

day,

(Witherington 137). Letting his

followers

see

learning,

Jesus focused not

pupils' learning the material but on their knowing how

best method Jesus could

shared life

gained by association before it was understood by

classroom. Even in confrast to other teachers of his
his

context of their

to

not the

so

much

on

put it into practice

how he lived and what he believed

was

the

employ, though not completely foolproof considering the

disciples' frequent failures (e.g..

Matt. 13:15; Mark

4:13; 6:52; 7:18; 8:17, 21; 9:32; Luke
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24:25).
Knowledge was not communicated by the Master in terms of laws and
dogmas, but in the living personality of One who walked with them. His
disciples were distinguished, not by outward conformity to certain rituals,
but by beuig with Him, and thereby participating in His doctrine.
(Coleman 38-39)
Authentic

disciples

had the

discipleship is modeled best by Christ's

privilege to interface with the original

simply to "Follow me." Living with him
rest of the

over a

own

personal strategy. The

narrative. Jesus' invitation

was

series of months and years, Peter and the

disciples received more than just formal

instruction.

They watched,

listened

to, leamed from, and experienced Jesus' life. We know of no formalized program. The
program

"He

was

the person and the

appointed twelve,
The

that

relationship developed

they might be with Him" (Mark 3:14).

Church, however, often utilizes

a

classroom-based

driven lectures and discussions. This program took
around

small, table

groups for

Discipleship has
experiencing and being

with him. Mark states it thus:

fellowship

and

often been reduced to
like Jesus.

approach with topically

place in a larger group gathering, but

sharing.
good

church

membership

instead of

Dietrich Bonhoeffer reflects what is most

important.

always brings in its frain a richer understanding of
the Scriptures. Behind all the slogans and catchwords of ecclesiastical
confroversy, necessary though they are, there arises a more determined
quest for him who is the sole object of it all, for Jesus Christ himself...
[WJhat we want to know is not, what would this or that man, or this or
that Church, have of us, but what Jesus Christ himself wants of us
[emphasis mine]. (37)
Revival of church life

Review of Tliree

Three

Series

Discipleship Programs

discipleship programs were reviewed: Willowcreek's Walking With

God

(Cousins and Poling), The Navigators' Design for Discipleship (Navigators), and

Personal

Disciple-Making written by a Campus

Cmsade for Christ staff member

(Adsit).
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They are used

either by

All three
are

are

prominent churches or parachurch ministries.
in nature. In

topical

organized around particular issues.

cover

these

areas

fact, they

For

are

example,

topically

driven.

Chapter lessons

Willowcreek's first

guide

seeks to

of learning:

Friendship with God,
How to have

a

What God has
Benefits of a

relationship with God,
given to

establish this

relationship,

relationship with God,

Assurance of salvation.

What God is

Ways

like.

to grasp God's

Word,

Benefits of God's Word in one's life.
Inductive Bible

study method.

Memorization of Scripture,

Principles of prayer.
Ways God

answers

prayer.

The A.C.T.S. acronym of prayer.

Role of the

Holy Spirit,

How to be filled with the

Ways
This all takes

guides,

six in

to

and

grieve the Holy Spirit. (Cousins

and

place during a thirteen-week program.
all,

thirteen weeks to
The

Holy Spirit,

is set up in
cover

Navigator's

a

Poling, volume 1)
Each of the Willowcreek

study

similar manner and scheduled to take either twelve

or

(Cousins and Poling).
program is

similar, except each booklet could be finished in four
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or

five weeks. Six books

organized

God Cares for You

2.

The Person of Jesus Christ

3

The Work of Jesus Christ ( 1 8), and

.

The

(5),
(11),

into

more

topics for study. Chapter one,

You," is organized around these four key
.

Christ, is

Spirit within You (24).

chapter is broken up

1

one, Your Life in

chapter headings:

I.

4.

Each

around these

comprise the program. Book

God created you
God knows you

3.

God loves you

4.

God made you part of his
the

statements:

(5),

2.

Similarly,

(6),

(7),

and

family (8).

Campus Crusade manual

objectives ranging fi-om

titled "God Cares For

assurance

is

of salvation to

organized

around twelve

training

witnessing, spiritual warfare, time

management, and vision (Adsit 8).
The

style of all

inductive. This in

some

Willowcreek's lesson
1

.

three is

more

propositional and didactic than it

way at least is related to their reformed

one

of book one, the

study was organized

background.

In

aroxind three

points:

Why we can have a personal relationship with God (14);
to establish this

2.

What God has

3

Benefits of a relationship with God

.

is narrative and

given us

relationship (15); and,

(17).

Consequently, goals focused on cognitive results.
the Willowcreek series, not
and behavioral

one

goals per lesson.

affective

In

analyzing two lessons

goal emerged while

The behavioral

each had several

fi-om

cognitive

goals most often emerged in the
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assigned homework in preparation for the next week's lesson.
Each lesson reflects

though the Willowcreek

a

wide

use

of Scripture. None

Series devotes two

The Incomparable Jesus and Follow Me!
narrative

style is

firom Matthew,

twenty
were

mentioned in

verses

discipleship goals.

The

setting.

church. As

a

all

(Cousins

of book

one

predominant goals

Navigators'

program,

parachurch ministry, this

their methods reflect

a more

deductive. Willowcreek's

Poling,

volume 111).

appointments with
homework"

a

impersonal

even

in the

general, however,

is based

one

on

a

excerpts

Poling, volume 1).

and

Of the

Navigators material, only two

and

meanwhile,

are

...

a

on

as

basic

spiritual gifts, giving,
within their

not in

a

with

Christ,

mostly cognitive, propositional,

Christianity is

person's walk with

to

directly.

participant's deepening relationship
aim that is

own

corporate affiliation

stresses no

would not benefit them

states, "At its core,

God. Therefore

well

as

objectives

They want homework not to interfere

(23). Their studies

"with

God is

Christ"
a

(Cousins

believer's

and
and

regular

[original emphasis]

large portion narrative based,

the

and exercises

mostly rote in nature. Therefore the breadth of Jesus' life is missed.

Recent Trends in

Discipleship

George Himter,
churches
on

of book

goals of the organizations

While all the programs support

are

one

In

Poling).

The Willowcreek series includes material

reaching the unchurched,

church
a

and

story based (Navigators).
Each of the series reflects the

and

(Cousins

and Revelation

chapter one

entirely narrative focused,

study guides specifically to the life of Christ:

not used. Willowcreek's lesson

John, Hebrews,

are

are

Brady,

in Church for the Unchurched, lists

using that capture

Los

Methods of Churches
some

of the latest

approaches

the New Testament's Christocentric model. The Church

Angeles, employs

what it calls its

"Discovery Bible

Studies to reach pre-
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Christians and

plant new urban congregations" (100).

...

different biblical passages

are

What did you like?

2.

What did you not like?

3

What did you not understand?

4.

What did you leam about God?

5.

WTiat do

6.

What

we

questions

want to do in

phrase, thought,

Christ

used

as

or

response? and

sentence would you take home with

A different set of biblical passages is used for each target

three sets used for

are

reviewed:

1.

.

Six

targeting pre-Christians

are

based

on

gospel

you? (101)

population.

Two of the

stories from the life of

(101-102).
The

questions

are

all inductive in nature.

of the passages. Instead, the

questions emphasize

and how it relates to the individual. The focus is

Hence, the whole experience could be

depends

on

how well group leaders

very

are

Saddleback Community Church
Christian

Leading

or

a

unchurched

They do
one's

own

more on

.

personal opinion

the person than

on

employs

a

similar method in

Christ.

targeting pre-

populations. They call their program Lighthouse Bible Study.
of John, its

questions

significance does

this have for us

2.

What does this

3.

How does

4.

What do you think this passage means?

mean

to

you?

(or will) this affect your life?

today?

are

se

of the text

frained.

participant through the Gospel

What

meaning per

subjective. Guarding against eisegesis

discovery:
1

not relate to the

geared toward

self-
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5.

What

can we

leam from this passage about

responsibility,

relationship to others,

and

so

our

on?

anybody relate to this?

6.

Can

7.

Is there

In

our

God, Christ, ourselves,

anything you do

reaching their

not

understand about this passage? (Hunter

seeker population, Willowcreek

The Walking with God Series. It focuses

more on

uses a

questions

97-98)

different program from

of faith that the

participants

raise. The group leader will then go home and choose which biblical material to

(Huner 100)

to answer those

participants' questions.

driven. Is not the offered life of Jesus atfractive
Jesus
An

our

Once

enough?

again,

Is it not

plan

is

participant

wirming people to

ultimate purpose?

Example

of

a

Journey

in the Jesus Narrative

The commentary mentioned earlier in the literature review

entitled

the

use

Following the Way actually began as

a

seminary class.

itself over several weeks, Schein would walk his students

Schein

by Bmce

Held in the

Holy Land

through the gospel of John,

literally, crisscrossing the countryside, following in the steps of Jesus.

The commentary

similarly walks the reader through a historical, geographical joumey following the
Johaimine narrative. Its distinctives include:
1

story

.

Images of the land and

seem even more

2.

real and

its social context

interspersed throughout, making the

authentic;

A narrative format that leads the reader

through

a more

seamless

presentation

of Jesus' life and purpose;
3.

A context,

therefore, for better imderstanding the various details included in

the biblical text;
4.

A

more

invitational

spirit

as

the

reader, instead of from

a

thfrd person
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perspective
5.

of outside

The

looking in, feels drawn into the story

as a

fellow traveler; and,

following motif of Jesus that Schein highlights is, therefore,

more

readily

imderstood and embodied.
The

The program created
narrative focused

Background

use

and

of Loyola is

an

ancient

example of a more

today

around the world

to fit our

more

through the Jesuit community,

or

Purpose

fifty years

joumaled the transformation
brought up

as a

ago,

a man

on

who

came

to faith that had taken

Basque nobleman,

call of spiritual reflection

leamed

Ignatius

of Jesus.

Four hundred

and

St.

discipleship program. Though adapted in some places

modem context, it is still in

Companions

by

Method

Ignatian

after

to be known as

place

suffering

severe

form

a

manual known

They essentially chart the process of his own conversion,
sought to

powerfiil way to raise up
movement, called the

injuries

as

the

when

life. Bom in 1491
in war, he took up

compiled the
Spiritual

Ignatius

whole company of followers who formed the

serve

to lead

to grow in a

lessons

Exercises.

Ignatius

early

in

a

Jesuit

of Jesus."

people through

deeper

sense

basically created a handbook for his work

as

a

similar

of their

own

spiritual guide.

experience of discovery,

relationship with God.
...

In its final

"He

form, it

presents both materials and intricate instractions for guiding another person through

a

structured, coherent experience of God" (Tetiow 1 5). Comprised of topics Ignatius felt

people needed to understand,

a

surrendered his

hve out of his Savior's instead. The Lord used

"companions

The Exercises

enabling participants

a

own

the life of Christ. He chronicled and

through his study which now

life to Christ and

in his

Ignatius of Loyola

the Exercises lead

participants through a disciplined
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discipleship program,
well

application as
In his

own

but with great freedom built in for

(30).

day.

The Imitation of Christ

model of discipleship and for

his

own

personal reflection and

by Thomas A Kempis

Ignatius especially.

It

"imitating" the

life of Jesus,

Ignatius' experience went

actual life and be fransformed

nobleman and

taking up

Christ. Over

a

call to

serve as

a

process of emulating

and

privileges

thirty day period

According to Tetlow,

Him") (97)

through the rest of his
Format and

and

or

.

"communion"

a

was

a

greater motivation

the ultimate

work in and

to

goal (i.e., "being

through the participant

her life.

or

periods

are

devoted to:

"God's mercy and humankind's

sin,"

2.

"Jesus' Incarnation and

3.

"His

4.

"His Resurrection and continued life in the world."

A

[or] salvation

process of growing in one's

generated

allowing his presence to

act

or

Components

The Four Weeks
1

Basque

of spiritual retreat broken up into "Four Weeks"

of Jesus, love of Jesus, out of which is

united with

as a

participants through a structured experience of the hfe of

story" (Tetlow 96). The experience then becomes

follow Jesus.

or

spiritual director for thousands.

segments, the disciple will "enter into the history of Jesus' redemptive

knowledge

chief

step fiirther to embody Jesus'

by it, relinquishing his rights

a new

The Exercises lead

a

as a

of the works he studied in

was one

process of spiritual fransformation. More than just

served

public life,"

passion and death,"

and

(Tetlow 36)

variety of spiritual disciplines were employed in the thirty-day program,

native to the Roman Catholic fradition. Still

practiced today, participants

are

many

cloistered
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ideally for a month. Depending on a person's
tailored for those who need to continue

situation in

life, the

Exercises

Participants

are

led in

periods

on

and

oneself in the events

themselves).

Ignatius
actual

went

of meditation,

As

and

contemplation is made (i.e., actually imagining and placing

beyond a mere remembrance of the

"entering into" the

are

biblical stories

thinking through the various components of tiie stories, "weighing their meaning
import" (Tetlow 69),

be

working or to manage family matters. Prayers

both extemporaneous and rote, verbal and silent. Reflection is made
and passages from the life of Christ.

can

events

[the] days

go

events of Jesus'

life,

to an

(96).

by

one

after another, you do not remain on the surface of
past externals. You ask the Lord to let

events in Jesus' life but go well

you feel what He felt

when, for instance, he

saw

the widow of Naim

thinking when
following
body
only
to
a
scribe
the
Greatest
Commandment.
You
want
to be
explained
delighted with His delight when the children climb all over Him. You
enter into the history of Jesus' redemptive act, the "salvation story" and its
"saving events." (Tetiow 95-96)
the

of her

son.

You ask to follow His

He

Each lesson

Prayer" begins

or

one's

exercise is

activity to help focus the participant.

prayer for readiness is to

beg

outward acts, all my inward
of His Divine

desire"

(73).

or

God

our

As

A "Readiness

Ignatius explains,

Lord for the grace that all my

Next follow two

and service

"Preludes," the first to briefly imagine

location thereof, the second to

This is called "the grace of the week"
What I ask for will

"the

intentions, all my

operations, may be directed purely to the praise

Majesty" (73).

place oneself in the story
or

comprised of certain key components.

"beg God for what [we]

or

want

(80).

depend on the subject matter.

For

instance, when

I

the Resurrection, I beg for joy with Christ full of joy. When I
the Passion, I beg grief, tears, and anguish with Christ

contemplate
contemplate
anguished. [In this lesson on sin], here I will beg for shame and confiision
about myself, as I see how many have been damned because of one mortal
sin, and how many times, for how many sins, I have deserved to be
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damned forever.
After the

history

opening Preludes

event takes

an

follow. Led

(73-74)
and

place (Tetlow 80),

by the spiritual advisor

participant is led

to

a

pause to remember where in God's salvation

"Points" for

contemplation

and transmitted either

and meditation

verbally or in written form,

the

experience and embody the Christ story in much more depth,

considering the most salient points for his

or

might indicate whether any ideas, emotions,
had into your self or your life world"

her
or

own

life. "In detail [to your leader], you

desires moved you, and what

insights you

(37).

Ignatian spiritual direction, you choose what to tell yovir director about
your experiences in prayer and silence, what you are doing and what you
are desiring. Your director helps you interpret those experiences. Hence,
during your thirty-day retreat, you recount what moves you: emotions,
affects, thoughts, images, and yearnings that encourage or dishearten you,
including those that you recognize as temptations to sin. (37)
In

The lesson closes with

72) and

a

"Review of Prayer,"

a

"Colloquy," when you "fi-eely talk with God" (Tetlow

processing what took place in you.

In the

original

autograph of the Exercises, Ignatius began his work with the symbol "IHS," representing
his intent to
one's

begin

study and then culminate

opportunity to
person and

for

and end his work in Christ. Each lesson, however, works to focus

gifts

tum

it in Jesus Christ. The

toward Christ

(75).

In it

a

conversation takes

God, "talking through what comes

and abilities needed to lead

a

Colloquy offers the participant that

changed

to mind"

place between the

(76) whereby petitions

are

made

life.

The Use of Imagery

The

Christ story
events

are

use

of imagery

pervades the program.

Each lesson focuses

on a

different

serving as the governing image or metaphor for thought and reflection.

imagined. Each participant places him or herself in the original

The

context. The
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imagining helps
actual

collect oneself for the purposes of self concentration. When

physical location is pictured (e.g.,

Bethlehem

Ignatius uses other metaphors when

example, points
the

to the

period

of a

Calvary).

biblical notion is not

a

of consideration in the lesson

imagery indigenous

or

able, the

possible.

For

entitled, "The Call of the King," pick up
In the second week of

king and his subjects.

the program he lists
First Point. The first point is to see with my mind's eye a human king
who has been chosen by God our Lord Himself and to whom all leaders
and all Christian

peoples

show

Second Point. The second

reverence

point is

and

give

obedience.

to observe how this

king

addresses all

his

people, telling them, "It is my will to conquer all the domains of the
infidels. And so, if anyone wants to accompany me, he will have to be
content to eat as I eat, and to drink, and to dress, and all the rest.

Third Pomt.

Thirdly, I consider what response good subjects should give
to so open and noble a king; and consequently, how anyone who should
reject the invitation of such a kmg would deserve to be reviled by
absolutely everybody and to be looked on as a deprived knight. (Tetlow
93)
Ignatius

further

employed a technique

called the

"application

particular way to pray mentally that had a long history in other
movements. It involved

using

or

"applying

your

senses

to

of the senses,"

a

Catholic monastic

[the Christ]

evenf

(Tetlow

97) and imagining what you would have experienced if part of the original experience.
the oral culture of his

spiritual

day,

the stories

advisor who then led them

were

ui

read out loud for the

In

participants by the

evaluating their affective response to the thus

pictured Christ event as they relived the original experience.
The first Jesuits
instruction and who

discovered

a

or

Ignatian

followers

were

people who "had virtually no religious

rarely heard preaching" (Tetlow 60). Through the Exercises Ignatius

way to win them to Christ and

disciple them in the faith.

In the

reliving of
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the events,
own.

they

were

trained in

reliving Jesus' life

and to then

Ignatius enhanced and developed "the centuries-old

through readings

and reflection into

embody his

way of living

formal scheme which not

a

of the

Critique

had been

Ignatian

ability to

The
on

relate to the

reflect
moral

a

own

movement of fellow

is warranted.

Perhaps The Ignatian

Exercises' greatest

spiritual needs

of its time, is also for

today its greatest dovmfall.

very ascetic influence and thus have

figure (70).

contemplative

life

Imitation and

not the

a

Based

living

to

genius,

heavily

Imitation of Christ, the Exercises

tendency to

reduce Christ to

a

contemplation are more highly valued than

Perfection, according

(106),

interior life"

inwardly changed to outwardly change the world.

experience with A Kempis' The

and transformation.

In

a

history out of which Ignatius wrote no longer exists (Segundo 124).

Ignatius'

their

Method

Critique, however,
the

an

as

only became the

prevailing "Spirituality for the Day" (33) but which also launched
companions who

life

Segxmdo,

is

seen

simple

incarnation

in the Exercises

out of Christ's radical presence in

a

as a more

person's

life.

fact, Segundo claims Ignatius' actual Christology is very weak (104) and the program

disjointed (41-42)

and rather

more

reflective of Ignatius'

own

personal theology

and

worldview.

Tad Dunne has written
Method to

a more

Spiritual

modem audience.

Ignatian manual he

says, "It is

a

classic, and yet in need of some adaptation in view of

historical criticism, Trinitarian theology, and

in

studies"

In Dunne's version the

1

(xiii).
.

Whereas

following revisions

Ignatius begins his

Foundation" that "each

adapting the Ignatian

Writing in the introduction referring to the original

developments

philosophy,

Exercises for Today,

Exercises

living person is created

to

are

Scriptural

included:

articulating m the "Principle
praise, revere,

and

serve

and

God

our

Lord
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and in

doing that,

to save himself

Jewish Shema and Christ's greatest
2.

"During the

First

been added. This addition

Week,

seems

Dunne

(Tetlow 55),

begins by placing emphasis

on

the

commandments;
exercises

on

healing of memories

and emotions have

particularly important in today's wounded societies;"

3. "The work of the

Holy Spirit is presented in balance with the

4. "There is

on

work of Christ

Jesus;"

rather than

a

stress

merely exercising intellect, emotions,

5. Dxmne encourages

rather than

contemplating the reality

participants

accepting Ignatius'

to

"develop

bias inherent in their

7. An

emphasis

with the intended result

on

own

action

transformational effect for which
a

as

well

person to

Segundo

practice of living the 'memory'

x).

But

than just

of remembering

a

rote

own

sakes;"

personal theology of history"

added

by Dunne to

as

to look outward

counteract

a

seeing the
and others

of Christ's

as

well

as

inward,

contemplation, (xiii-xiv)

experience and to

the

more

a

for their

behalf,

subconscious; and,

Antonio De Nicolas is less critical,

writes, "They prepare

are

leading the participants

being

imagination

on our

own;

6. "Rules for the Discernment of Story"

participant's

and

of God's action

Exercises

are

as

looking.

having that
Of the Exercises he

discern the affects that accompany

life, death, and resurrection" (De Nicolas

chronicling of the events surrounding Christ's Ufe, the kind

Ignatius utiUzes taps into the

reenact[ing], as it were, in one's ovm life the
powers of imagining,
symbolic narration of the past, so as to feel the affects of one's imagined
present participation in the lives and events, in this case, of the foxmder of
...

Christianity
He states.

and of his followers."

(x)
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primarily for only one purpose: to transform the will
of the subject from attachment to his own self, as center and origin of
action, to attachment to the will of God, as origin and foundation of action,
and in this manner to guide one's life.
Many people have had these
general aims, but no one has had the audacity and systematic insight to
The
develop strategies that would tum good wishes into realities.
exercises aim or end is transformation. A new language is given the
retreatant, a new memory, and a new imagination. Through this
retraining, a new will might emerge m harmony with the will of God. (De
Nicolas 36-37)
These exercises

are

...

...

As

an

example,

he states Christ's

own

words in the Last

Supper ritual,

"Do this in

remembrance of Me." Christ's invitation is for us to relive the event of his Last
As

we

participate in that reliving,

our ovm

are

center, and thus

transformed

Usefulness for

The

focus

able to live

In its

day,

the

as a

fully his ultimate will

for

our

more

at

life. We

the life of Jesus.

leamed to be his

potential format for discipleship

Ignatian method

religious instmction, through

experience pertainmg to

participants

more

Christ is put

self-giving nature,

Discipleship

Ignatian method holds promise

or no

his

on

(De Nicolas 39).

present-day churches.
had little

we are

we

Supper.

a

led

or

previously

process of discovery and stmctured

By entering into

"companions"

who

participants,

in

the Jesus story, those

early

tme followers.

Jesus and Church Renewal

Using the
corporate

as

well

the story of his

Jesus narrative in

as

own

a

individual renewal. Michael
chiu-ch's renewal and the

Lordship Principle" (25). Involving
hfe

(30),

he

local church has the

a

potential

Slaughter,

in

to

bring

about

Spiritual Entrepreneurs.

strategies involved in it,

cites first "The

reaffirmation of Christ's "First Love" status in

maintains, "Renewal happens

as

the church

moves

from

clear faith in Jesus Christ." This is lived out in the life of the church

a

our

vague theism to

by returning to the
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priority of telling Christ's story and giving him precedence in "everything" (25).
In

describing the revolutionary things

which took

in and

place

through the

Wesleyan movement,

David Lowes Watson, in The Earlv Methodist Class

quotes Wesley's

explanation:

own

We

Meeting.

brought "strange things to their ears," doctrine which they never
before, or at least never regarded. They "searched the Scriptures,
whether these things were so," and acknowledged "the truth as it is in
Jesus." Their hearts also were influenced as well as their understandings,
and they determined to follow "Jesus Christ, and him crucified." (88)
...

heard

Watson also notes

a

"close

personal relationship

mspiration for Count Nikolaus Ludwig von Zinzendorf,
Movement

Jesus Christ and the truth of the

Zinzendorf organized themselves around it.

place to

prerequisite

of membership

Howard

own

gospel

Snyder,

shift" in

relationship

out of a need to

(Watson 90). Wesley

societies offered converts
For him this

(204).

was

a

and
safe

the sole

(90).

in Signs of the

kicking

message

off a

with Christ.

Spirit,

observes the

particular renewal wave.

Snyder writes,

"Prior to

sanctification without the foundation of justification
on,

the chief

leader of the Moravian

people responded

Wesley's

"work out" their newfound "salvation"

"paradigm

as

(76).

In both of these great renewal movements,

experience

with Jesus" served

importance of a key
For

Wesley it involved his

Aldersgate he was seeking

or

the

new

birth. From

Aldersgate

Wesley preached justification by faith" (268-69).
Forms and structures

are

important aspects

community. According to Snyder the

in

bringing

about renewal in

"five dimensions of renewal"

corporate, conceptual, structural, and missiological (285-91).

are

faith

personal,

In Signs of the

outlines the most salient elements of a renewal movement and the

a

Spirit's

Spirit, he

work in

a
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congregation

or

group. Forms of ministry that

catalysts for renewal in
include and
1

.

our

Rediscovers the

gospel (276);

Exists

3.

Utilizes

4.

Has

5.

Conmiitted to the

6.

Mission

7.

Especially conscious

ecclesiola;

some

form of small group structure;

structural link with the institutional church

some

serve as

of these elements:

2.

as an

could

congregations. My discipleship project and study seek to

embody many

or

embody these qualities

unity, vitality,

and wholeness of the

(277);
larger church;

oriented;
of bemg

8. Provides the context for the

a

distinct covenant-based

community (278);

rise, training, and exercise of new forms of

ministry and leadership.
9.

poor

Keeps

members in close

daily

contact with

society and especially with the

(279); and,
10. Maintains

an

emphasis

on

the

Spirit

and the Word

as

the basis of authority

(280).
Church programs also need to reflect

them, in order to
renewal that took

connect with

place

Wright outhnes how,

as

at his

people

prevailing cultural values without buying into

and facilitate God's purposes. In

chvirch. The Conmiunity of Joy, Phoenix, Arizona, Timothy

they institute new programs

consider current cultural values. From his vantage

first century include innovation, instant

commitments,

an

describing the

and models in their

church, they

point those most valued

in the twenty-

gratification, choices, quaUty, short-term

orientation toward the present,

intimacy, relevant experiences,

contemporary expressions, pragmatism, and authenticity (18-23).
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of a church must meet

Any ministry program

them where God wants them to be.

therefore
any

developed

program's

will ride

on

its

ability to

expectations. Many of the great renewal
culture of the
The

day.

methods

preferred

in

our

was

a

people's particular needs

what best met the
and

guide the discussion, keeping

are

all

prevailing

environment for members to open up and
it

on

track, but without

of the group should be

representative

constituency.
can

result. Peers offer support to

shared and reflected upon. The facilitator

fiirther clarification.

might

non-threatening

manipulative. Membership

Several benefits
are

Insights

not be available

are

can

generated throughout the

one

ask

another. Likes and

follow-up questions

Issues

can

be

probed.

can

The

also be

qualitative results

potentially offer greater, more personal detail than more quantitative approaches
gathering (Berkowitz, Kerin, Hartley,

and

for

conversation that otherwise

through simple questionnaires. Body language

monitored, judged, and follow-up rendered.

research

in the

surveys may not. These informal sessions

or

share. The facilitator must

dislikes

major shift

helping judge participant preferences by

a

of the overall

and

people of the time.

relationships

of six to ten members offer

obtrusive and

of

Groups

valuable tool in

giving feedback that one-on-one interviews

becoming

and

today.
Focus

Focus group research is

address

learning styles, imagery,

culture

in order to take

people in the community. Much

movements coincided with a

What God blessed often

of story, inductive

use

are

Discipleship programs must be indigenous

in order to be attractive to the

success

people where they

of

Rudelius, 216).

Summary/Implications
This

discipleship program sought to

immerse its

participants

in the life of Jesus
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Christ and, in

so, aid in the

doing

development of their relationship with him.

Each group session featured

addressed

a

key aspect of the Christian

the Willowcreek and
1

.

Being

in

life.

Topics reflected

The

3.

Jesus'

4.

His

5.

Surrender and service to him; and,

6.

The

importance
use

of

Scripture

meaning

and

our's;

of his death and resurrection.

approach

were

was

not

handled in

a

didactic, topic-driven manner.

be used. The narrative from Jesus' life served

Other biblical material

supplemented; however,

as

the

the Jesus

primary.

Each session followed the

session with

of

healing power in our life;

inductive

was

goals

of prayer;

primary, foundational material.
material

of the main

relationship with Christ/his indwelling presence;

2.

an

some

Navigator plans:

However, these subjects
Rather

from the hfe of Christ, which

primary story

a

an

emphasis

on

Ignatian format.

A Readiness

the "Grace for the Week," that

Prayer began each

special

touch from God

needed in individual lives.

Imagery

was

story. These images

used

throughout to try to

came

from my recent

cormect the

trips

fraditional sites where many of the Jesus stories

to the

are

participants

Holy Land

and

more

are

said to have taken

readily to

the

of the

place. The use of

imagery launched us into the text for the evening and supplemented other sessions.
Questions helped guide small

progressed through the narrative
A final

group discussion and

Bible

learning at the tables

as we

study.

question for reflection called

a

"colloquy" wrapped up

each group session.
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This, in the Ignatian tradition,
what work needed to take
A balance

was

Many discipleship
balanced

or

were

to talk to God and consider

her life.

primarily

on

the

affective and behavioral

cognitive

Instead of basing the program

throughout the Scriptures,

Between sessions

the sessions

derived from the

participants

and behavioral. A

on

a

reading

connect the

goals.
more

claims and

propositional

primarily utilized

particular story we

followed

daily question that sought to

a

participant

sought between cognitive versus

programs focus

Points of application

Christ with

time for the

place in his

approach is needed.

material from

was a

narrative material.

studied.

schedule

through the life of
that of

participant's life with

Christ's.

Both
means

to

prior to

access

and after the

participant

See Works Consulted for

The

hope

result. Christians

of this
are

a

study program,

feedback. A different set of volunteers

us

to live

project was

called to be

through us.

that corporate

disciples, living

paradigm

for

we are

intimacy in

Christian walks

as

well

in vital

our

as

held

participated

a

personal

as a

in each.

renewal would

relationship in

lives. As

Jesus looks forward to

in him, and he is in us"

is in the Father,
our

was

listing of resources used.

Jesus Christ. He is to become the

he grow in

focus group session

a

we

and

through

grow to know

him,

may

day when we will know that he

(John 14:20).

deeper than many achieve.

We

are

called to

a

level of
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CHAPTER 3
DESIGN OF THE STUDY

The purpose of this

based

on

study was

the Jesus narrative

impact on the participants.
immersing people in his

come

to beUeve"

inspire participants

life should be

Life

growth

a

main

to each text. The

participants

Focus groups

some

The

gospel

knowledge

were

of the various

One

took

a

Appendix

held

prior to

C for

the

understanding.

was

written

to this

See

met for nine

Each session featured

a

to

we

help

or

colloquies,

as

were

indigenous

Appendix

B.

study was completed for two

change

and

second,

to

help

evaluate

particular study.
of Project

launched the series,

start where the

we

that

asked each week, which

a season

project's

of more intent

spiritual

timeline. An orientation

a

interest.

meeting was

project was outiined, pretest questions

key Ignatian concepts explained, followed by

Following,

so

gospel narratives

joumal questions

also held before and after the

brief outiine of the

study's

and filled out, and
passages.

a

Therefore,

the Church. The Jesus

of John

key question was

Description

See

center.

pretest of these questions before they started the

techniques unique

season

program

of him.

series of

one, to fiirther gauge the progress of life

The Lenten

dynamic

point of application for the day's study. Questions

sessions to find their baseline

reasons:

its

The program used the

and

Ignatian tradition.

life,

primary task as

change was measured through a

understood in the
summarized

our

importance.

(John 20:3 1).

in their

implement a discipleship

utihzing related visual imagery and then evaluating its

Jesus is the Christian

narrative itself testifies to its

"may

to create and

distributed

study in one of the key

succeeding weeks.

primary story

fi*om the life of Christ, which included

a
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key aspect of the Christian hfe. However, key discipleship topics
the fabric of his life
the

The

.

Ignatian format guided

A readiness prayer

focusing on the Jesus story
2. A
matter

inductive

a more

prominently used deductive, topical

more

1

through

ovac

opened

method

as

and not in

outlined in the literature review.

sessions.

our

time

together in

order to prepare

ourselves,

at hand.

or one

related to the

story's subject

helped participants get into the story more fully.
3. In the readiness prayer itself or after

of the

covered within

approach to the Jesus narrative

of the story's traditional site

picture

were

Week,

that which

4. The main

organized

as

points

we

body

hoped to

of the

some

discussion

receive from God

as

we

prayed

the result of our

for the Grace

study together.

night's study consisted of a pastor-led Bible study

for consideration.

Group

discussion and moments for reflection

were

included.
5. A

colloquy

concluded

our

time where

participants had the opportunity

respond to the key question for the evening and reflect on what they leamed,
were

in their joumey, and what life
The

key program questions

change they wanted to
were as

of your

follows.

What is the

core

2.

What

you from

3.

Where in your life does Jesus find

4.

How has Jesus healed

5.

What do you want Jesus to say about your life?

6.

Who is Jesus?

7.

What does it

1

.

keeps

mean

make.

identity?

following Jesus fully?

or

you?

displayed his power in you?

for you to be

a

tme follower of Jesus?

to

where

they
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8.

What does his death

9.

What transformation do you need to

mean

Again, participants responded
At the end of each

of the

questions again

a measure

of hfe

change, pretest

from that

compared to
on a

those

was

As

night's study.

given

at the close of each unit session. Each unit

each group session

helped guide

sought between cognitive versus affective

discipleship programs focus primarily on the cognitive
maintained. Instead of solely
from

basing the program

throughout the Scriptures,

surrounding Jesus'

own

life.

the sessions

Appendix

images

came

and behavioral. Balance must be
claims and material

propositional

narrative material

made with reference to the

particular

Notes for each session's material

connect the

from my recent

where many of the Jesus stories
to the

goals. Many

can

be found

D.

Imagery was used to try to
These

given.

on

small group discussion. A

and behavioral

began with the

Application was

themes of the stories and exercises
in

component of the

corresponding question from the pretest.

Questions throughout
balance

pretest before the beginning of the study.

one

learnings

session focused

as a

then joumaled their response to

based

answers were

to all

experience?

core

participants

their

you?

session, following the Bible study on a

Christian life,
on

to

are

trips

to the

revealed until the

Holy

Land and

said to have taken

subject matter of the particular session.

distributed the week

participants more readily to the story.

image or images were

prior along with the reading schedule.

following week's session in order to build

important point or idea of that night's study.

was

See

of the fraditional sites

place or which relate in some way

Each week's

However, early in the group session, its purpose

are

Its

particular identity was not

some

anticipation.

revealed and coincided with

Appendix E for a

copy of the

an
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participant manual including the various images
appearance in the

discipleship program

In between the

as

While
Christ

was

are

They are arranged

referenced

that took them

through other

they frekked through the reading schedule, participants reflected on what
in their life. A

question or two

intertwine their lives with that of Christ's,
outlines the

reading schedule

At the end of each

were

for the

night's

for reflection

group

living in his life

was

discipleship

Focus group members

was

1

.

questions.

and

then entered into

potential

life

to the

key

participant responses

of identification used

was

their

an

change measured.

discipleship program started.

comprised of those participants

the orientation session and the

to connect and

he could grow in their's.

program,

were

formed before and after the

were

Questions for their

means

Their responses

ethnographic program, key themes evaluated,
A focus group

was

session, participants then responded

collected, copied, and retumed. The only

Security numbers.

so

included with each

and its associated reflection

At the end of the

evening.

individual Social

once.

scheduled but

stories and material from the

day's passage. Participants joumaled their responses. The goal

question

a

portrayed in the gospels.

doing

Appendix F

in order of their

accordingly in Appendix E.

sessions, participants were expected to follow

manageable reading program
life of Christ

and

used.

closing session; however,

who volunteered to stay after

each volunteer

was

only used

discussion included:

What do you understand the Christian joumey to be?

2.

Where

3.

What elements

are

you

on

yours?

are new or

different to

you?

Statement of Research

Research

How usefiil

might they be?

Questions

question one involved determining the factors that characterized the
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participants'
of the

felt

level of Christian

Focus

discipleship program.

they were

in their

was

and

development prior to the implementation
those

given to

things that

personal relationship with Jesus.

their participation? What did
now? How well do

experience

What

they hope to gain from it?

they think they know

described where

were

they

theu- motivations for

How close do

they

feel to Jesus

Jesus and what direction he wants them to go in

their life?
Research

participants

as a

Christ and how

question two sought
result of the

they

into account the

factors the

relationship

participants

occurred in the

asked about in the

and behavioral

of the

question three dealt with evaluating what components of the

affective

overall group

begirming

taking

goals.

discipleship program had the greatest impact on the participants.
imagery,

their orientation to

with him now, after the program,

were

study. Questions related to cognitive, affective,
Research

changes

discipleship program with respect to

felt about their

same

to discover what

The

use

of narrative,

questioning, story-based format, application exercises, journaling, and

experience were

all

targeted.
Subjects

The

subjects

of the

volunteers from within the

study were those

(age eighteen

long-term members to

new

relationship

church

attendees, lifetime believers

sample consisted of those

population.

older),

with Jesus Christ.

focus of recruitment stressed, however, those who wanted to
with Christ. The

or

self-selected

congregational community of Sidney First United

Church who wanted to grow in their
fi-om

adult

Methodist

Participants

varied

to first-time seekers. The

deepen their faith and walk

self-selected volunteers out of the entire
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Methodology
The purpose of the
program for
evaluate its
mode

a

church based

impact on

the

to create and

proposed study was
on

the Jesus

a

discipleship

narrative, utilizing related visual imagery, and

participants. This

utilizing researcher-designed

implement

was an

interview

evaluative

questions

to

study in the descriptive

to which

participants responded

through regular journaling opportunities throughout the discipleship program.
Also,
to

two focus groups

questions reflecting the

inception of the program

were

formed with self-selected volunteers who

intent of the

study.

at the close of an

the end of the nine- week program

how the

introductory meeting.

as

well

participants' relationships

focus group sessions

were

collected and transcribed

as

for later

a

session. Permission for this

The second occurred at

answers

were

that

provided

changing.

participants' journaling

loose sheet of paper. Their responses

was

opportunities

The
was

session, participants responded to

and then retumed to each

transcribing

the

session.

with Jesus Christ

well. At the end of each

as

prior to

the various journaling

recorded and transcribed. The

evening's key question on

copied

convened

discipleship program, were geared toward eliciting

insight into

the

was

immediately after our final

Each session of the focus group,

within the

The first

responded

were

collected and

participant at the next week's

sought prior to implementation.
Instruments

Two instmments

the

were

discipleship program to

opportunities.

These

Christ before the
session

used.

which

First, researcher-designed questions

determine the state of their

implementation of the discipleship program
In the

built into

participants responded through regular joumahng

questions sought to

along the way.

were

relationship

with

and at the end of each

pretest, participants responded to the nine key questions all
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at once;

however, throughout the rest of the program

participants responded
Second,
what
as

two

to the

corresponding question

focus group sessions allowed

they understood the Christian joumey to be

giving feedback

on

at the close of each

for that week

evening session,

only.

representative participants

and where

to share

in

their's,

This

helped

they were

as

well

particular elements of the discipleship program.
Data Collection

Data collection

determine the

began with a pretest of key study questions.

starting point

for

The pre-program focus group

analyzed according to

participants

convened,

was

the purposes of the

each program session, the week's

question from the

this

was

inception of the discipleship program.

responses and

study

as

input recorded,

reflected in the research

list of pretest

same

purposes of the research.

questions was

responses and

questions.

At

input recorded,

and then

Data

After the joumal responses

were

Again, only

answered each week. Permission for

sought prior to implementation. Finally the post program

convened,

and then

corresponding participant response was collected,

transcribed, and analyzed according to the
one

at the

focus group

was

analyzed.

Analysis

collected and the focus group responses

recorded, the data was analyzed for emergent themes with particular reference to the

original research questions.
Variables

The

instituted at

independent variable of this research project was the discipleship program
Sidney First United Methodist Church. The dependent variables related to

the various ways the

discipleship program impacted the participants. Through the final

focus group and various joumaling

opportunities, participants described their life changes
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as a

result of their involvement in the

discipleship program. Intervening variables could

have included age, years of active church attendance at

Church,

years since their last

personal

commitment to

focused group experiences. However, the most

probably

Sidney

First United Methodist

Christ, and previous discipleship-

important intervening

the level of commitment with which the

variable

was

participants engaged the study material.
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CHAPTER 4
FINDINGS OF THE STUDY
Two methods

participants. First,
again

used to determine the effect of the program

focus groups

were

convened both

afterward. Made up of self-selected

Second,
was

were

the

the start of the

prior to

volunteers,

on

no one

served

more

study and

than

once.

ethnographic study of participant joumaling opportunities through the study

an

conducted. This

through the study.
Research
and

experience

reaped the greatest reward

The

for

life

determining participant

change

project had three research questions.

Question

#1 : What characterizes the

participants'

level of Christian

development prior to the implementation of the discipleship program?

Research Question #2: What

changes occur in the participants

as a

result of the

discipleship program?
Research

greatest impact

Question #3:

on

the
A

Data is

What components of the

discipleship program had the

participants?
of Pretest and

Comparison

organized based on the results

Colloquy Responses

fi"om

participant

answers

questions. Participants took a pretest of the key questions prior to

implementation.
colloquies

These results

question two

participant
project.

Their

participants responded to question one.

what they said for that
was

said

question during the pretest.

asked

again. The

during the pretest

answer was

for that

example,

answer was

in their

at the end of

then

compared to

At the conclusion of week two,

then

question.

an

key

study's

compared to responses given by participants

at the conclusion of each program session. As

session one,

the

are

the

to each of the

compared to what the

This pattem continued

throughout
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Participants responded as desired.

not everyone attended each session to

pretest questions. Similarly,

comparative

answer

for that

question. Therefore,

questions, forty-four people responded.
Also, sometimes participants
totals reflect this

Not everyone answered every

In other

family (24/44).

1)

Love of my

2)

I

3)

A

4)

I

am a

5)

I

am an

were

am

my son's

for each

question. Response

question,

as

the greatest identification

their

people felt

only point of identification. Of

"What is the

core

of your

identity,"

some

of

about animals;

wife, mother, and grandmother;
female

divorced;

adopted male; and,

positive in tone;

mostly short,
I

insights

father;

with my

others

am an

family

were

not.

core

came

Some could be

of their

from is who I
seen as more

am.

neufral.

identity but also included a

incorporated both faith and family; however,

often without much
honest and

^where I

�

family at the

reference to God. Their responses

1)

some

Identity?"

Eleven listed it

family, caring

Thirteen considered

were

her

included:

6) My identity begins
Some

of the

instances, totals were slightly fewer.

implementation of the program,

these eleven that responded to the
answers

or

one

accordingly.

Prior to the

the

give his

response totals vary. For

wrote several different

Session One: "What Is the Core of Your

related to thek

single

explanation.

hardworking husband....

2) God/family;
3) Following God, my faith,

my

family; and.

I

am a

Christian;

answers
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I

4)

am a

husband, father, grandfather,

Twelve responses out of the

Half (6) of these amounted to

"follower." The

identity is

a

forty-four then, included

no more

than

some

type of assent

such

simple expressions

as

deepest faith response was written by one who said,

to have Jesus first in my Ufe above aU

Eight

follower of Christ.

of the

to

"Christian"

"The

core

faith.
or

of my

things."

forty-four were more moral sounding

in their response. Six

are

recorded here:
I

1)

am a

trustworthy, responsible person that carries

out my

daily activities with

great empathy for others;

2)

I

3)

Someone who is flexible and able to

am a

person who wants to

help people.

I want to be

a

fair person in all that I

do;

4) Average middle
I'm

5)
to find the

a

good

6) The

in everyone;

of my

Five individuals

most difficult

question....

roles that I'm just

now

what

was

their

progression

core

tries to get

a

long [sic]

with everyone, and tries

identity is my heart.

even

with

beginning to
were

identity.

knowing how to

when worded

I've been

Three of forty-four

situations;

and,

stmggled

question,

many

male, locally bom and raised, law abidmg;

fairly nice person who

core

understood this

age white

adapt to

differently."

stmggling with it most
find out what I'm

completely unable to

One

answer.

One

said,

"I have

never

Another replied, "This is the
of my life. I've tried

so

many

tmly like."
articulate any

answer

when asked

remarked, "Life is almost random, without

any

logical

of events."

Once the program started and

participants had the opportunity to reflect on their
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learning,

some

Whereas

again.

family, only
was

In

differences

most

noted. At the end of session one,

twenty-four in the pretest referred to

four

even

mentioned the word in their

noteworthy was the prevalence

was

articulated at least twenty

For

example,

1)

I

am a

chosen

important to

God

as

help

as an

I

one.

was

I feel that God is

3)

Even if I don't know what it

4)

I've listened to His

5)

Oh

calling.

you chose

me

feeling

a

special

belong to

out to be

calling me

with their

colloquy and none extensively.

relationship

called

by God,

some

in God's heart before time existed. I

2)

asked

What

a

purpose for

me.

said,
am as

He has chosen

me

God and Jesus;
leader in my

community;

is, God has instilled me with

I've leamed and

to be

with

times.

everyone else. God has

...

particular identification

desire to grow in their

of their

fialfill his purpose in the world. I

God,

a

seven

expression

a

question one was

and acceptance of one's call to follow Christ.

fact, the idea of one being called and/or

Christ

to

were

am

a

purpose;

eager to start this joumey;

yours!; and,

6) God must become my identity because His plan for me is much better than
could

ever

I

plan.

Many were very passionate in realizing his

or

her need to grow. One person

responded.
Help

me

to

accept that

one as

untalented, ungifted and undeserving

as

I

could be used to lead others to you. I am growing, wanting to commit
fully and be able to lead when the opportunity presents and follow when I
need to follow.
Another said.
To be meshed
of God. A

as one

with God

...

to be the beloved

tmly committed to do God's will in my life.
in Christ and being Christ in today's world to

living
growing and maturing
all people. I know that in my humanness
One

resting upon the breast

desire to be

I'll fall and at times fail, but I
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hang
Some still
not as evident

as

onto

much

comprehending."

am

am

weak and conform

with

me

forgiving

expressed
as an

feel that my jovimey has
I

a

God! The heartbeat of Him.

struggle. However,

a

the

sense

earnest desire to know and

just begun

Another

and

said,

'T

already things
am

still

are

a

total of eight

displayed

a

Christ to be made real in their life. These

specifically expressed

said, "I

coming at me faster than
find my

I pray

I feel

place in God's plan.

I

constantly that God will be

a

feeling

general, more passionate

desire to grow in Christ.

Respondents also

took

more

of call and desire for fiirther

Spiritual loyalties

time in

desire for God and

respondents are in addition to

took

those who

grovi^h.

Participants then were developing a deeper awareness
a

One

in all I do."

Further,

and

emptiness was

experience more.

seeking to

myself too much to the world.

of doubt and

of God's call upon their life

prominence

over

those

giving a response, displaying deeper

worldly.

emotions and

motives.
Session Two: "What
Four
Jesus

Keeps

answers were

You from

primary to the key question,

fiiUy?" Disfractions, self,

others

were

all

Following Jesus Fully?"

not

understanding

"What

God's

keeps

you from

following

word, and the influence

given in response both before the study began

as

well

as

of

afterward.

However, the underlying dynamic had significantly changed through their participation in
the unit.
In the

answers

phrases

pretest over half (24/44) blamed themselves in

to the

question,

"What

some

way. The range of

keeps you from following Jesus fiiUy" included

as

1) My pride and self-will;

such
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2) Backsliding into

old attitudes;

3) Self-centeredness;
4)

I have my

own

agenda about the way my life

should

be;

5) Me;
6)

Lack of complete trust in his power;

7)

Control issues;

8)

A fear that total commitment will

require me to give up something I

cherish too much;

9) Stubbornness; and,
10) Laziness.
After their

(19/41)

still

participation in this unit of the study, nearly the

expressed they were mostly

to blame for their not

significant number of these (10) displayed

personal

a

much

limitations. At the end of session two,

same

following Jesus, but a

deeper awareness

one

percentage

of their

own

participant wrote.

Lord, I know it is in my own human nature, my pride, my status, my
schedule, but more recently 1 have leamed or discovered that my own
concept of my success or what others expect of me, cloud my vision for
you. I thank you for the clarity of seeing, feeling, and sensing this and I
move closer in my following of You!
pray by Your will [that I may]
.

.

.

However, the most significant difference between the pretest

respondents' colloquies written at the conclusion of session two
that
a

as

much

as

answers

came

in the realization

anything else, the problem in their following Jesus fiiUy arose more

problem in their relationship with God or Christ. Only three participants

mentioned Jesus in their pretest responses. Fourteen

hand, named in
after their

and the

some

way

a

(nearly

1/3

deficiency in their relationship with

participation in that evening's

session. One person

or

even

14/41),

Christ

as a

responded,

firom

on

the other

key

factor
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keeps you from ft)llowing Jesus fiiUy? My reluctance to deny
myself, to leave my comfort zone. I ask myself how far am I willing to
What

go. I need to grow in faith to trust in Him and to remember how He has
led me in the past, especially after I realized that I could not go it alone

imder just my power.

Of those that identified the disfractions of life and not
as

obstacles before the

study began (13/44

in half to 7/41 and 3/41

relationship to

or

these numbers

respectively),

The main issue then seemed to be

respectively.

weakness in one's faithfiilness

and 7/44

understanding God's word

a

were

cut

perceived

God.

Session Three: "Where in Your Life Does Jesus Find You?"
In the pretest,
ways.

life

They felt Jesus met them either

(1 1/42), already

their

participants first answered this question in one

as a

follower

or

child of God

relationship with Christ (13/42),
After participating in the

noting.

and said Jesus met them in the

"driving my car,"
svimmarized
able to share

saying,

or

study

At the conclusion of session

in the various situations and

more

His

deeply.

course,

some

of life:

"Jesus finds

me

...

with

"Jesus meets

me

same

static response

(10/42),

was

wanting more

out of

difficulty (8/42).

number

are

worth

(10/44) responded

church, work, family activities,

during daily devotions,

etc.

One

in all stages of my life." Another

her current situation

was a

place

of real

was

struggle,

hope there won't be too many more downs.

However, while several already considered themselves
God in the pretest

daily routine of their

interesting dynamics

three, nearly the

daily routine

or

as one

in their times of trial and

"when my children need me,"

by simply stating,

(10/42),

of four different

in the

colloquies

even

better follower. A vision for thefr

two as

categorized

trying to be a better person,

relationship to Christ,

own

follower

or

written at the end of session three

noted. Rather, three could be

their

as a

as

still

child of
no

such

wanting more

out of

but nine desfred to be

personal grovrth seemed to have been

an
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embraced.

Discipleship appeared more

to "Where does Jesus find

1

.

2.

more

Read these responses

Trying to become

7. I

so

in

am

closely;

path to righteousness;

much

a

better Christian;

leam, old

to

more

6. A person who needs to leam

me;

joumey.

you?" fi"om various participants:

Growing, following Him

5. I have

8.

a

Trying to lead my family along his side;

3. On the
4.

active to them,

a new

Eager to

leam

ways to be

more

and

changed

loving

God more;

of Jesus' ways and put them into use;

period of growth;
as

much

as

I

can as

to how Christ wants

me

to fiilfill his

plan

for

and,
9. As of now Jesus finds
In

me

studying his

word

more.

addition, several (7/44) recognized that they were

"crossroads"

m

their

own

life. One

responded,

Jesus is

at

a

critical step

"asking me to

toward him; to let him into my life." Another found himself "wanting

relationship" but was

"stalled." Still another

companionship with Jesus."
shared the reluctance,
the first step
how my

...

saying,

This
I

said, "[M]ore than

a

a

serious step

deeper

I feel the need for

participant knew what he or she needed to do,

am

"wanting to

start the joumey, but

not sure of what level of commitment I can

family will support me."

ever

make

or

Listen to the

fill,

[I am]

but

afi-aid to take

what I need to

give up,

desperation in this plea firom one

...

more.

Every moming I wake up wanting to live my life according to his will and
it gets so hard. I'm bogged down with so many things and the stresses of
I need something new and exciting. I need
hfe. I feel stuck in a mt.
...

strength
In

to

try and be

addition, five seemed

a

hving example

for others who don't know him.

to be taken with the idea of not so much where Jesus
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Though the concept of prevenient grace was

found them but that, in fact, he did.
discussed in the

mentioned

or

discussing

in the

following

of the

study,

statements: "He meets

matter what" and "Jesus finds

Still at another

course

level,

wanted to be found in Jesus,

me on

seven

the

it is what

they

where I

me

are

am

expressed desires that

living for him

seemingly

and accepts

rocky path," but with "his

me no

hand upon me."

of any place to be found,

through his power more fiiUy.

or

never

they

Six

examples include:
1

.

He finds

of everything

me

attempting to

live

a more

Christ-centered life that puts Him ahead

else;

2. I feel like I

the

am

woman

at the

well, but I

want to be with Jesus and I want to

surrender all my soul to him;
3. The Lord finds

life

more

4.

me

praising him

forgiving my sins

...

finding Jesus

in my

and more;

Depending

on

Jesus for my

5. I know I need to trust him

6. At

m

for

a

point where

I

my life where I know that

am

daily manna;

more

done

and

trying to

more

do it

each

on

only through the hfe that

day; and,
own.

my

I have

Christ offers

am

come

to a

place

I able to find

fulfillment and purpose.

Respondents
allowing

Jesus to be

seemed to have claimed
a

a

vision for the process of discipleship and

part of their daily life. Others

Where Jesus found them

was now

not just in the

When this

question

was

or

grappling with that decision.

daily routine of their own hfe. They

wanted to interface with his life and orient their lives
Session Four: "How Has Jesus Healed

were

more

Displayed

fully to it.

ffls Power in You?"

asked in the pretest, several

(13/44) related specific
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stories of healing from their
one

through death, losing

heart condition,
with

a

God's

handicap,

a

a

life. Instances included cancer, divorce,

broken

heart, problems with conceiving

very "difficult time." Others referred to

help (10/44) by "going to him

tough times (8/44).

losing a loved

child, the death of a sister, emotional turmoil,

one's

alcoholism,
and

own

Two out of the

in

prayer"

or

seeing

a

child, dealing

general

more

severe

God work in and

instances of

through the

forty-four could not identify the working out of God's

power in their life at all.

After the program started and

participants responded through the colloquies,

conclusion of session four several still referred to instances of personal

of the

at the

healing (9/37) and

general giving of aid through difficulty:
1

.

During times

of frouble, he

gives

me

2. In all the storms of life He has been
3. He has made
4.

me aware

the faith to be calm;

there;

of His presence and

healing

in the

world; and,

Always making it through the hard times.

However, after their participation in this unit of the program, twenty-three
answered the second time witii

call to

discipleship.

specific

Personal trouble

or

reference to their

Eight (8/37)

to Christ and his

tragedy was now not the main focus

involvement in their life. Rather, it centered
involvement in their life.

relationship

more on a

renewed

awareness

of Jesus'

of his

shared in their joumaled response the story of their

conversion, each uniquely powerfiil. One, for example, wrote,
God has delivered

me

awe.

should,
Four

were

a

life

so

far removed from what He wants

[T]hen through others He put me
strayed far from Him.
He
has
blessed
me
so incredibly I am in constant
on the right path.
I have a way to go to be where I want to be. To praise Him as I

from me! I had
back

from

very

...

but I

...

am on

personal

my way thanks to my healed heart.

and seemed to describe

tuming points in thefr own faith.
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One wrote, "Jesus has

displayed his power in

previously never would have believed

me

by providing strength in

a

time when I

that I could survive." Another said,

seems to display his power during times of vincertainty, especially
during big decisions. Anjrtime a difficult or life changing decision is to be
made Jesus aids in that decision-making. Although his power may not be
immediately evident, down the road the light always shines and I know the

Jesus

choice made
Eleven described

spoke of taking

new

Several found the

developing

a

was

the correct

specific

areas

one.

of growth in their life

steps of faith and finding

answers

to

as a

disciple. Respondents

important questions

of faith.

ability to forgive others, greater patience and understanding for others,

heart to reach out to others, and

learning how to

surrender control of their

lives to God.

Overall, after participation in the unit, healing was foxmd
members' responses to Christ
and

in

getting

them

spiritual ways

as

through times
as

well

as

the

his

disciples

and not

so

more

in individual

much in him just

of trouble. Christ's power had become

In response to the above

Say About Your

Life?"

Two

pretest group skipped the question altogether for whatever reason. Ten

completely

secular

answer.

When

asked, "What do

your life?" responses included:
1

.

I

2. I

am a

caring and generous person;

Ustened, leamed, and cared about others;

3. I'm not
4. There

more

important than anyone else;

was some

evidenced

question, before the implementation of the program,

nearly 90 percent gave some type of moralistic response (38/42).

a

more

physical.

Session Five: "What Do You Want Jesus to

gave

showing up

definite

goodness there;

people in

the

out of forty-two

you want Jesus to say about
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5. I tried to be the best person I could
6. I
7.

I

was a

was a

be;

good person; and,
positive person.

Twenty-eight gave a more "sanctified" but still more moralistic response.
5

expressed

a

desire for him to know that

5 referred to the "well

done, good

4 wanted him to know that

Of the

trying to be

1 for

being a loving person.

twenty-eight, five
1

.

That I

were a

little

more

demonstrates my belief in him

perfect faith

In

addition,

Their

answers

included:

everything that I do;

and that I behaved in

a manner

a

significant percentage (42 percent)

still

by displaying a more moralistic or "works righteousness" way
was

a

cut in half from the 90

percent ratio earlier.

good portion (14/35) now wanted to be known as

a

tme, faithful

follower. Four out of thirty-five wanted to be Christlike in the end. Instead of their

preconceived standard,
thefr lives. When

that

despite other circumstances surrounding me.

After session five of the program,

but the rate

original.

rely on Him; and,

3. I want Jesus to say that I had

(17/35),

language of Matthew 25;

who tries hard to include Jesus in

am someone

answer

and faithful servanf

best";

"good Christian"; and,

2. That I leamed to let go and

framed thefr

"did their

they loved him;

2 for

a

they

Christ

was

asked, "What do

becoming the

own

standard for what would be said about

you want Jesus to say about your life?"

some

respondents said.
It took this
no

man a

tuming back.

while to

begin to follow me, but once he did there was
Our walk was sfraight ahead.
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He loved me, trusted me, relied
That I made it

on

through everything

me, and it

God had

was

evident in his walk.

plaimed

for

me

with him the

entire joumey.

That I put Jesus first and followed Him
That he

never

Lastly,

after

Answers

was an

participation

again displayed

passion for growth

and

as a

example to

in that

a

close[ly]

doubted my love for him and that I

That I followed Jesus
That I

as

as

humanly possible.

was a

great follower.

model for my life.

others of living

night's study,

no one

a

Christlike life.

gave

growing understanding of life as

development was continuing to

a

purely

an

secular response.

ongoing joumey.

A life

emerge.

Session Six: "Who Is Jesus?"

Prior to the start of the

study,

the responses to "Who is Jesus?"

utilizing traditional

confessional in nature,

tendency.

these traditional

of identification:

Savior

22

Son of God

20

Lord

6

Teacher

3

Friend

2

strictly

Thirty-seven out of the forty-four

following lists the number of occurrences for

responses reflected this

points

The

themes.

were

Only three participants indicated anything uniquely personal:
Someone who I

can

rely on

at

anytime

and talk to.... He is my

source

of

energy! ! He makes my life easy and fiill of joy;
God's

gift of love

He is the

one

and

example to us; and.

that has set

us

free. The

only way to be tmly happy.

He is
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the

who

one

for us,

longs

waiting for us.

To the contrary, sixteen responses

participating in

session six

were more

personally meaningfiil after

(16/40).

He is the intercessor
He has taken

through whom my prayers pass

of me

care

more

to

God;

than anyone knows. He is my

shepherd;

talk to about my inner most shames, doubts, disappointments
and failures. One who can and does comfort me in my times of greatest
One I

can

pain and

sorrow.

Also, the

One I

can

most

easily

share my joy

I should think of Jesus the way I think of my most

with; and,

intimate, closest

friends.
Instead of being

reflected

a

much

merely confessional, colloquy responses collected that evening

deeper awareness

greater explanation than the
included Jesus
our

path,

our

Beginning

as

the Good

link to the

more

of Christ's rich character

rote responses

Shepherd,

kingdom

the

of God,

and End, Leader, and Healer.

Light,
our

(24/40). Participants

given in the pretest.
the

gave

Professions

Truth, the Bread of Life,

the

Vine,

Life, the Revealer of God, the bridge.

Only five reflected the more rote,

confessional

response of the pretest.
Session Seven: "What Does It Mean for You To Be

a

True Follower of Jesus?"

Great difference existed between the pretest responses to this

colloquy responses.
of being

a

Prior to the

implementation of the program, participants' perceptions

true follower could be summarized in the words "to be

"model Jesus"

Using

question and the

a

good Christian"

and

(23/44).

Jesus

as

the chief model

respondents' colloquies.
"To be able to stop at

This

or

example

participant captures

anytime of any day

for life

appeared

in at least thirteen

that sentiment when he

and be able to say that you

are

or

she

writes,

using Him

as
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your role model in that

situation; and then being

a

role model to the

ones

aroxmd you

through Him."
To be

Sample

a

good Christian

answers

1

.

showed up

specifically in ten respondents' colloquies.

include

Following

God's rules for human beings;

2. To try and do

as

He would have

me

do in all

3. To rise above every

earthly trial;

4. Put Him first. Lead

by example; and,

5.

Obey the Ten Commandments,

live

a

situations;

good and

faithful life.

Other, lesser points included feelings of strong devotion (4/44), closeness

relationship with Christ (5/44), sharing
one

is saved

(4/44),

and

following the

Christ with others

Bible

(2/44), believing

and

in

knowing

(2/44).

Meanwhile, upon completing this portion of the program, participants'

perceptions changed drastically. Ranking first,
was

the idea to follow Christ in fiill devotion

represented by at least seventeen of thirty-six participants.
1

.

above all

To

truly tum away from the world

For

and become innocent

example,
again and put Him

else;

2. To believe

totally;

3. To say yes and

really mean it to the point that I

4. Be able to put Christ first in
5. To believe without
6. To be

Him in

everything

I

do;

everything;

reservation;

completely devoted to Him; and,

7. To follow Jesus with all my

Ranking

see

second

was

the

heart, soul, energy, and ability.

expressed desire to

share Christ with others

(15/36).
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Only two people

said such in the pretest.

Lastly and
to

give his

or

third

her all

was

the realization that to

(8/36). According to

one,

follow Jesus

truly

becoming

a

had to be

one

willing

true follower means,

To say yes and really mean it to the point that 1 see Him in everything I
do. To step out in faith no matter what earthly convenience you must give

knowing that all things of this earth are temporary
Him, deny self and to trust in His strength.

up,

Session

Eight:

"What Does His Death Mean to You?"

Prior to the

mostly given

primary reasons described how

question,
it

was

"What does His death

efficacious

or

spoke

of the

saving

and

gift of eternal

8 described how it had

mean

meaningfiil to

life he

now

made

you?"

Four

their lives. Of the

possible;

and

empowered their life

4 shared how much God's love

was

made evident

For those that found it

1

to

were

forgiving them of their sin;

inspired

answers

expressions

took the pretest,

20 referred to Jesus
12

of the program, traditional faith

implementation

in response to the

forty-four who

at best. To love

meaningfiil

within the

in

some

through his

way;

death

day-to-day experience

on

and,
the

cross.

of their

life,

given included
.

His death is the

only possible reason that I have any will

to live without utter

despair;
2. Celebration

...

His death

3. I know that I will
His death I

am

forgiven,

4. His death

5.

all with

be able to live

our

daily living;

perfectly the way Jesus did, but through

and able to live the best that I can;

means

His death

never

helps us

means

I have

a

chance at

life; and.

life;
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6.

He has

However,
articulate any

given His

out of the

answer

After their

to

the

doubled

(14/37).

In

are

many.

two could not

same

traditional

differences. Eternal hfe and the love of God

same

frequency (12/37

as a means

and 4/37

addition, thefr thoughts
me so

that I could

While I can't fathom His

much

were

see

empowering,

more

were

respectively). However,

experience forgiveness of sin

to

For those that found his death life

He died for

can

path though the trials

in this unit of the program, the

some

those that mentioned his death

(12/37).

to follow^ the

question.

essentially the

down in number

us

forty-four that responded in the pretest,

participation

expressions appeared with
mentioned with

hfe for

were

actually

the percentage

personal.

the power of God's presence in my life.

amazing grace,

I know that because He

died,

I

everlasting. Just like I would lay down my life for my
Although I'm not worthy, I accept His way for my life.

have life

children.

means my life to me. Without His death I wouldn't believe.
Jesus laid the road to God and the path for my life by death on the cross.

His death

He shared

...

our

weakness when He did not have to be like

mind clears from

pain

us

eventually

can

and One who wants to lead

follow One who knows what it is

me

out of pain and

darkness, and

out of death.

participants, however,

For some, his death

others

us. After my
bout of pain, I know God has allowed Himself to feel

like all of humanity suffers. I

like for

Other

a

took the ramifications of his death

challenged thefr own willingness to lay their life

one

step further.

down for God and

(5/37).
That Jesus

paid the ultimate

...

with His life! The

question, "Could I do

the same?" crowds my mind lots!!
It sets

a

precedent for the life we are called to lead.

The sacrifice

requires

best response to the selfless, heroic facing of the ultimate horror. We
must see that the death was not in vain, that our appreciation for the cost to
our

Jesus is shown

of God.

by

our

striving to

total devotion and submission to the will
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He did this for me, what will I do for Him? I

you and
It makes

spread
me

feel that I must live

as

order to show my love for Him and
For

seven

(7/37),

That
me.

said, yes, Lord, I will follow

your word.

his death moved them to

righteous, and I can in
appreciation of His sacrifice.

sin-free and

a

point of praise

and

thanksgiving:

would die for all the sins I have committed. It overwhelms
Am I worthy of that? I will certainly work harder at it! Praise be to
someone

God.
It is

overwhelming to

me

God's will to die for all
His death
To

that He had the courage and desire tp follow
sins.

our

(and life) leaves me totally overwhelmed.

conclude, through their experience in this unit

death became

more

personally meaningful,

higher realization of his

life

on

empowering,

the pretest,

participants' expectations

they began the study course. The greatest percentage
closer to Christ

(7/44)

complete breakdown
Closer

or

is

and overall moved them to

call upon their lives.

Session Nine: "What Transformation Do You Need to

According to

the sacrifice of Christ, his

wanted to become

as

relationship

a

Experience?"
were

wide and diverse before

of those involved

better follower and servant

to draw

(7/44).

The

follows.
to Christ

7

Better follower and servant

7

Growth in ChristUkeness

5

Stronger faith

5

Full surrender to Christ

5

Help with personal struggles and
At the

came

character

qualities

4

study's conclusion following session nine, noticeable differences

were

a
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observed. Three

anj^ng,

the

participants (3/37)

felt

study made them more

aware

but then I lose it and I

a

started

on

their joumey. If

of their need for God.

I want to believe. I need to

Help.

be

they were just getting

experience faith. I feel like I have faith
don't know why. I feel lost and contused. I want to

better person.

Sometimes my faith seems nebulous and not rock solid. I know I believe
in Jesus and in God, yet sometimes I still feel in the dark. I want to live in
the light all the time.
I want to have another

truly

experience

a

majority (20/37), however,

transformation in Christ

(9/37)

and

everything

I do.

deeper and more consistent faith saying,

to be more consistent with my faith... seven

A

another hunger for Jesus that He will

my life and be the center of my life in

mn

One wanted to

awakening,

days

wanted to

move

a

"I feel I need

week."

experience

further

toward full devotion

as

growth

and

his follower

(1 1/37).

I need to have continued transformations. This joumey will be forever

going until I

see

word to continue to
moment of the

I need to

changes

on

Him face to face. I need the

change

transforming power of God's
my life and to be accoimtable to Him every

day.

all I have leamed to every minute of every day. The
many already and I know are still coming as I grow closer to

apply
are

Christ.

During the last several weeks' joumey I have experienced Jesus more
I would also like to allow Him to take fiill control,
fully in my life.
to be a better disciple.
...

Our joumey
focus
The

fiirther

on

the

over

the last nine weeks has

things

that I need to work

given me the vision that I need
on in my relationship with Jesus.

remaining expressions of interest related to

ways

participants

could receive

training and development.
How to share the
How to

and

8

gospel

employ their spiritual gifts in Christ's

service

2

to
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How to unleash the power of the

Holy Spirit in their

Participants overall wanted to deepen their
be

more

analysis

fully used by him in reaching out
seemed sterile at

Christ's fiill effect in the

life

2

commitment to Christ and wanted to

to others. Real life

change

occurred. The

times, but the colloquies revealed much passion. Chronicling

participants'

lives

was

capture what God did through the experience

difficult. This person seemed

as

well

as was

though

to

possible:

experience over the past nine weeks has been a real spiritual
awakening for me. I have gained a new understanding of the word of the
Lord. It has initiated a transformation in my knowledge and
understanding of the word of the Lord. I need to experience a
transformation in my willingness and confidence in becoming a witness
for Jesus by increasing my knowledge and understanding of the teaching
of Jesus. I also need to transform my leadership gifts into greater service
in becoming a true disciple of Jesus.

The

Table

Comparison

of Generalized

Pre

1

.

What is the

Participant Responses
Post

core

of your

identity?

Family

Called of Christ

Faithftil to God

Growing in Christ

Jesus
A
2. What

good

keeps

person
you from

following

Jesus

fully?

Disfractions

Myself
understanding God's

Not

Deeper, personal issues
relationship with God

A poor

word

The influence of others
3. Where in your life does Jesus find

daily routine
Already as a child of God
Wanting more out of a
Relationship with God
In times of trial or difficulty
In the

you?
In the

daily routine
Wanting to be a better follower
At

a

crossroads in my life
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4. How has Jesus healed

Through specific

or

displayed his power in you?

illnesses

Through

a

renewed

awareness

of

their need for God
5. What do you want Jesus to say about your life?

That I'm

a

That he

good person

or

she

was a

true

follower

6. Who is Jesus?

personal in their expressions of
faith (Shepard, Intercessor, Friend)

Wrote, traditional confessions
(Savior, Lord, Son of God)
7. What does it
To be

a

mean

good

for you to be

a

More

true follower of Jesus?

Christian

Fully

Model Jesus
8. What does his death

mean

to

you?

Wrote, traditional responses
(eternal life, forgiveness)

Responses were more personally
meaningfiil

9. What transformation do you need to

experience?

Grow closer to Christ and become

Continued

better follower and servant

further

a

Focus

Both

devoted

A witness for Jesus

prior to and

study,

a

focus group

general body of participants.

group. The first focus group met after

program and its components. At both pre and

and

Results

at the conclusion of the

selected volunteers from the

comprised each

Group

growth
training

held of self-

A different set of participants

orientation session to the

an

post-study

was

sessions three

questions

asked:
1

.

What do you understand the Christian joumey to be?

2.

Where

3.

What components of the program

are

you

on

yours?
were new or

different for

you?

were
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At

give

an answer

All but
One

first,

one

was

someone

no

matter how many different ways I asked

to the

person tumed the discussion to his

who thinks he's been

doing that,

to "lead

good

a

Hfe. Be

a

asked, "Where

see

are

or

her

own

"[I'm] finding myself wanting

expressed

interest in

some

one

a

wanted

to

about it.

Christian joumey

as

on

yours?"

things done

"what their

When asked "Where
sense

was

are

but

on

can

one

me

...

said, "growing." Then he remarked,
so we

"much

felt, though, she was just getting started.

step

out of my

comfort

won't hold each other back.

in life. Two,

as

do

our

subject to

leaders in the
as

his

group

more

study, members described the

best." Another said, "And to be

or

she

began

focused and interested than earlier in life."
"I'm still

on

the

uphill section, trying to

session, members had already participated in the

orientation session and followed the first week's

Pertaining to those components

her

Christ-followers."

zone.

By the first focus

or

community,

put it into practice." Another said he

One

was

be. To

can

yours?" the first person said, "[Trying to] develop

a

awareness

said it meant

Be the best person I

place would now be

with

general

respond

seconded.

you

of confidence; how I

did

for them." Another switched the

"following him, trying to

witnesses for him." This idea

clue." Another described

way."

At the focus group session which concluded the

better

or

feelings of inadequacy

participant who

to grow with

more

of the

knowing

the

I don't have

loving person.

a

...

you

"[I'm] realizing my family needs

of regret for

The

good man

by example to help others
When

a

could

overwhelmed with all that seemed to be involved. Another said, "[F]or

feeling "very inadequate."

feelings

no one

"What do you understand the Christian joumey to be?"

question,

herself as

lead

it,

reading schedule

of the program tiiat

they

liked thus

or

assignment.

far,

one

enjoyed
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looking

at the

deeper meaning behind

some

of the biblical words. The

helped participants "focus," especially for those who
also mentioned the
structure

reading schedule and

the

were more

connect with the passages and caused them to

times. The

was

"put yourself in the story,"

to

the

use

of the

really think.

images. They

it in your mind," and

"picture

for reflection. The

questions helped them

The component of the program that focus group members
conclusion of the program

of images

visually oriented. They

accompan5dng questions

provided consistency in their devotional

use

spoke most of after the

enabled you,

they said,

to

helped make "the story more

real."
When

comparing the

program, members started

follower. When
more

different focus group

by not

even

being

able to articulate the

they did, they communicated

of wanting to be in mission and

sessions, prior to and after the

sharing

an

unbiblical

one.

meaning of being

a

true

Afterward, they spoke

Christ with others.

Summary
Prior to the
this

or

study,

the average

her traditional role in life.

somewhat

incongruent.

to the

question,

answers

"Who is Jesus?"

good,

moral person,

they displayed strong loyalty to
indicated

were so

a more

similar

religious vernacular of their upbringing than
After the

a

Though not admitted, participants'

Sometimes

instances, however, pretest

participant was

as

implementation of the study,

a

secular

worldviews

a

approach. Their responses

they seemed to

come more

from the

expressions from their hearts.
transformation was evident.

desire to flilfiU that call with full devotion. The

longing to be closer to Christ, more intimate

were

Christ. In other

gained a deeper awareness of the meaning of being a follower of Christ
expressed

accepting of

in faith

colloquies

Participants

and more
revealed

experience, and more

a

deeply
deep

Chrisflike in
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their actions and behavior. Jesus became the

morality of the

world.

Participants

recognized standard rather than the secular

wanted to become

equipped

of the course, members wanted to know how to share their

and trained.

faith,

use

their

By the end

gifts, and

experience more fiiUy the power of the Holy Spirit.
More than

continue
than

a

on

anything else, they realized their need to

in their joumey.

place to

which

they

Living

as a

fiirther grow in him and

disciple became more

arrived, bistead of resting in the

an

ongoing joumey rather

child, they felt moreso God's ongoing challenge. Instead of reaching
their faith life,

they

sensed

a

some even

"Joumey with Jesus,"

moved to

their all

as an

expression

place in

onward.

And

of thanks for Christ

praise and worship. Having participated together in the

many realized

would last their entire life.

certain

a

governing purpose calling them to joumey

they recognized the cost, wanting to give
giving his,

of being God's

knowledge

they

were

just

now

getting started

on a

joumey that
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CHAPTER 5

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Overall, the discipleship program proved effectual for the primary goal of raising
up and

equipping disciples

for the Lord's service. A

majority of participants by the

program's end (20/37) wanted to experience further growth and transformation in Christ
and grow in full devotion. In

addition, another twelve wanted fiirther training

in

important ministry skills including personal spiritual gift awareness, evangehsm training,
and

learning more about the Holy Spirit's empowerment.
Major Findings
Four

major themes emerged from the data,

the literature review.

Assumptions

made at the

each

supporting major themes

from

inception of the project were largely

confirmed.
The Connectional Power of Imagery for
The

positive

use

of imagery

was

Discipleship

the component of the program that received the most

affirmation in the focus group sessions. Most

for the purposes of discipleship, let alone with such

participants,

the

participants had never

intentionality. According

Holy Land images helped them "focus" better.

participants commented, they

affirmed knovra

seen

advantages

it used

to the

When the individual

to their usage as mentioned in

the Literature Review.
1

.

2.

Imagery

assists

our

thinking (Niebuhr

Images help us coalesce

our sense

151 -52).

of meaning and purpose

(Dixon 6;

Navone

3; Goldingay 62).
3

.

Images

enable retention and recall of information

Hauerwas and Jones

74).

(Broudy 11-12;

Dixon 3 7 ;
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Images help

4.
see

us

leam stories.

"By seeing the place in the mind's

Images aid

5.

in

about atTective

bringing

learning goals (Broudy 21,51).
Another said

Participants explained the pictures helped "put yourself in the story."

helped "picture

it in your mind." A third said

Each session of the

chief intentions

was

Ignatian

to enable the

would try to

place themselves

opened with

evening's

session to

The

an

life,

to

an

was

actual

that he went

their

use

beyond

participants

That is the
on

of imagery in this program

history of Jesus' redemptive

same

the

the main story

a mere

picture the

events

could

(96).

He

a

changing

The

disciple.

The

use

or

designed

point of the

the first of

imagine or place themselves in

effect the individual

Holy Land

"Joumey" participants.

helped participants step into

a new

reality in

and real. The

narrative, which in tum enabled members

Christian life. The Jesus stories became the chief "sensory

example for being
Jesus' life

the bibhcal

act

remembrance of the

relationship with Christ, making their experience more personal

images served as windows into

One of its

same.

"entering into" the

specific location.

maimer.

Therefore, each session of this

enter into the

and the associated instmction had

The

the

very similar

"AppHcation of Senses," participants

an

in the Christ event.

two "Preludes" in his session format so

the story and its

a

image that pertained specifically to

genius of Ignatius

events of Jesus'

began in

disciple "enter into

help participants

they

they helped make "the story more real."

Exercises

[and] salvation story" (Tetlow 96). Through

images

can

happened there" (Boomershine 18).

what

program

eye, you

of images

pattem"

to

or

helped launch the participants into

effect and power.

experience of the participants

Mulholland in his book

was

Shaped by the Word.

tme to statements made

In

a

by M. Robert

chapter on "The Iconographic Nature
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of Scripture," he

explains

the effect of iconographic

reality, drawing [the participant]
The

imagery played

a

very

into God's

new

images

as

"windows into [a new]

order of being in Chrisf

(66).

important role in this program, helping participants get

drawn

into Christ's salvation story.
The Invitational Power of Process for

Discipleship

One other component of the program that received consistent

through the focus

groups, and in the

schedule and its associated
The
in

as

Reading

chronological

serendipitously,
Exercises

were

Week

questions

Schedule

was

a manner as

the

general

reading

group discussions

well,

was

the

reading

for reflection.

plaimed to

take

a

participant through the life of Jesus

is best able to be determined.

schedule for each week fell out

Completely

thematically,

much like the

originally organized (see Appendix F).
Birth narratives

one

Week two

Initial

Week three

Calls to follow

Week four

Stories of healing and power

Week five

Jesus'

Week six

Revelations of his character

Week

seven

Calls to

Week

eight

Stories

Ignatian

enabling participants

Ignatius "basically

impressions

teaching moments

discipleship
surrounding his crucifixion

Resurrection and

Week nine
The

as

positive remarks

Exercises led people
to grow in a

created

a

deeper

new

through a

sense

life
similar

of their

handbook for his work

and death

as

own

experience of discovery

relationship with God.

spiritual guide....

In its final

form.
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it presents both materials and intricate instructions for

guiding another person through

a

structured, coherent experience of God" (Tetlow 15). Comprised of topics Ignatius felt

people needed to understand,

the Exercises led them

program but with great freedom built in for

through

a

personal reflection

disciplined discipleship
and

application

as

well

(30).
That

same

purposefiil

invitational intent drew

materials

the nine weeks,

questions,

working

a

come

better

in and

a

manual

into the process of becoming his
was

to the

program's

disciples.

As

constructed for each individual. Within each of

participants would follow

and then

God, sought

participants

distributed,

were

format was desfred for this program. The

the

reading schedule,

weekly session.

understanding of Jesus,

and

All

answer

the associated

along the way they interacted with

pursued

a

fiiller

experience

of his life

through their own.

The Connectional Power of Narrative for

Discipleship

Now Jesus did many other signs in the presence of his disciples, which
not written in this book. But these are written so that you may come to

believe that Jesus is the Messiah, the Son of God, and that
believing you may have life in his name. (John 20.30-3 1)
The

faith and response
he was, what he
are,

as

stories

gospel

as

did,

were

Christ's

basis for

assembled for the express purpose of leading others to

disciples.

The canonized stories

serve as

faith and life. His life

provides

a

pictures of who

matrix for

our

They

faith and

a

understanding.

Throughout the colloquy responses, participants picked up
from the

through

and what he meant to those persons who encountered him.

such, "normative" for

are

gospels

to

help them describe

they wanted to happen.

what

was

the Jesus

going on inside of them

as

language
well

as

what
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We studied the birth narratives and how each person involved
a

choice about the orientation of his

those

in the Jesus

portrayed

"What is the

core

or

her

own

was

life. We considered the

forced to make

core

identity of

narrative, and then asked the question of each participant,

of your identity?" Listen to how

some

responded.

My belief in God. As Mary, Joseph, and the shepherds, I respond to the
choice that God places before me. As they had a choice to respond to
God's calling, I too have that choice.
One

seeking my place

lead

or

how I
I

am

in the scheme of things,

supposed

in the

God has

knowing when to

understand what God intends for me,
to be used and to what purpose.

when to be led.

am

not

...

Trying to

infancy of understanding the

completely created

and knows

word of God.

me

ftilly.

I've been told you knew of me before the earth was formed.
You chose me to be one of yours! Help me to understand! Help me to

Oh

God,

...

lead the life you have always wanted me to lead, to be the follower you
want me to be. Help me to know what I am to do to fialfill your desire.
A

new

their

new

"plausibility structure"

plausibility structure was
own.

was

forming

for their lives

Jesus. The framework of his life

It connected. Navone

(Newbigin 99).

was

beginning

to

That

outline

said.

The authentic Christian has chosen the

Gospel story of Jesus

as

his basic

story because he believes that this is the most truthfiil and worthwhile
story that our lives have been empowered to tell. It corresponds to his

deeply felt need for the honesty, courage, freedom and ability to
accept himself, others and God in the ongoing quest and questioning of his

most

examined life. He beheves that the Church's fravel story of Jesus, the
Gospel truth, discloses the true excellence of his ultimate possibilities, of
his authentic

destiny. (95)

Similarly, the most moving times of the study
connect their stories of hurt and

led out into the
thefr

own

pain

to the

wilderness, participants

wilderness moments. At

when

participants

could

story of Jesus. When discussing Jesus being

were

some

were

asked to consider and draw

tables tears flowed. When

a

timeline of

during week four we
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looked

at the stories of hope and

Many colloquies

were

very

healing, people felt free

to share thefr

gives me sfrength and
eye problem (blindness).

power each day and every day to deal with my
He makes a lot of things possible that really are

difficult and sometimes almost

After

pains.

personal.

He

church

hurts and

more

than I

impossible. He allows
could ever imagine happening.

struggling with

me

to

serve

in this

marriage that was not helping me or my then
give up and asked for an end to the marriage I had
forgiven my husband for his addiction to alcohol and prayed that some day

husband

...

he would

a

when I did

see

that he

was an

[As the result of fighting in
from

alcoholic.

WW

II],

He removed hate for my enemies

me.

continually heals me daily but recently He guided me through a
Jesus displayed his power in me when I found
period of depression.
was
dead
and
he used me to counsel the step father just
my daughter
seconds later. This is something I feel I could not do but Jesus did and
only He could of
Jesus

...

out

When my (twin) sister died nearly three years ago I was so sad and had
lost such a wonderflil person in my life. I would say to God, "but she is
my twin sister." And finally the realization occurred to me that she
his child first. He has given me the power of understanding.

The

use

fiirther

of the Jesus narrative

along

helped them

connect with thefr

Through the

stories of Jesus'

Discipleship

life,

joumey" (Boomershine 16). Why then
model, guide, and resource?

we

do

have

a

vast "resource" for

our

apostolic faith" (Bloesch 1 5). According
as

the

to John

as

"life

the chief

Why not make him the

discipleship? Relationship in him is

Christian life. "God's self-revelation in Jesus Chrisf is "the

Why then not use his life

our own

discipleship without using Jesus

He blesses those who seek him.

chief object of our affections in

1 3).

story and drew them

in their joumey of faith.

The Invitational Power of Jesus for

and

own

was

dynamic

central to the

center of biblical

Stott, "Christianity is Christ" (Stott

program? This study affirms that "what we win
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people with

is what

we

As the program

the

win them to"

that

answers

were

identification

of God" twenty.
program

given

were

short and
was

Afterward, however,
included Jesus

professions

of Life, the Vine,

our

more

"Who is Jesus?" before the

used. "Savior"

were

Jesus became

progressed,

colloquy responses to

(author unknown).

path,

oxir

as

real. To recap the results from

inception of the program,

strictly confessional.

Traditional

the

points of

mentioned twenty-two different times and "Son

the responses
the Good

link to the

were more

rich and diverse. Post-

Shepherd, the Light,

kingdom of God,

our

the

Truth, the Bread

Life, the Revealer of

God, the bridge. Beginning and End, Leader, and Healer.
Mulholland writes, however, the real test of one's
in

intellectual assent but rather one's

mere

Christian joumey

...

is

an

Christ. It is

(Ephesians 4: 13)" (Invitation 24).

our

"being

(25).

conformed" to the

image

We cannot conform out of our

Christ's work in

This

grovi1;h in overall Christlikeness.

intentional and continual commitment to

grovrth toward wholeness in
...

personal growth in Christ is

a

The

lifelong process

of

process of "growing up in every way into him

As he

delineates, the Christian life is

of Christ,
own

a

not

as

a

process of

opposed to "conforming" ourselves to

efforts; rather,

it is

it

accomplished only through

us.

awareness was

with many of their

also

growing in the participants.

In the

beginning they came

worldly loyalties, identifying more with the roles they embraced

through the life of their family
Christiikeness to which

stmcture.

They leamed, however,

that it

they were being called, through the invitation

was

of Jesus'

ovra

life.

By program's end Christ was becoming their standard for what would be said about their
life. Their

passion

answers

an

understanding of Hfe as

and

development emerged.

displayed

for continual

growth

an

ongoing joumey.

A life
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In just

one

of the many

examples,

seven

expressed their desire to be found in

Jesus. Five of their responses included:

Attempting to live
everything else.

a more

Christ-centered life that puts Him ahead of

I vv^ant to be with Jesus and I want to surrender all my soul to him.

Praising him

for

forgiving my

sins

finding Jesus

...

in my life

more

and

more.

Depending on Jesus
I

am

done

for my

daily manna.

trying to do it on my own. I have come to a place in my life
only through the life that Christ offers am I able to find

where I know that

fixlfillment and purpose.

Christ's story forces

(Ford and Dermey 220).
understanding

us

As

we

leam

more

a new

worldview in which he is at the center

about his story,

of the kind of life Jesus wants to live

immerse ourselves in him in

"paradigm

to consider

of life"

we

grow

as

his

gain

through us.

complete abandonment,

(Navone 9) and

we

the

more

a

The

better
more

then

we

he becomes the chief

disciples.

A General Conclusion

Through their experience in the program participants
transformation.

a

end of their

greater purpose. According
I

moved to

They started the program identifying almost exclusively with their

worldly day-to-day roles. By the
Christ for

were

am a

chosen

important to
has chosen

I

one.

God

me

to

was

to

experience, they felt called

one

and chosen by

participant,

in God's heart before time existed. I

am as

everyone else. God has a special purpose for me. He
help fulfill his purpose in the world. I belong to God
as

and Jesus.
A vision for their

question,

own

personal grov^ was

"Where does Jesus find

embraced. In response to the

you?" people shared.
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Growing, following
On the
I have

I

am

Him

path to righteousness;
so

in

much

Merton

to

more

as

leam, old ways

of growth;

period

a new

Eager to leam

much

as

originally

the

Scriptures.

I

to be

God more;

and,

can.

(35)

when

we

Nearly every aspect of this program was
The process

changed and loving

said, "[m]uch more happens that we expect and much more is found that

started out to seek"

we

closely;

more

sought to

be

as

who followed him. As the

purposefiil

as

Jesus

read and

participate in the

constmcted with great
was

intentionality.

when he called and trained those

it invited them to joumey to

study progressed,

adventure of

faith and fulfillment in their walks with him. It drew them all

deeper

levels of

along the way. People

responded.
Implications
We

and Practical

longer

can no

assume

for the Church

Applications

that the

community has engaged people in any
ignorance of the biblical

serious contact with the tradition. Near total

story and of the faith is

more

and

come
or

norm.

More and

more new

and adults

now
ground
Young people
no
with
absolutely
any group
previous experience
cultural environment of our younger generations is
zero.

to churches with

tradition.

much

the

more

members of the church start at

more

...

The

distant fi"om

even

the stories and illustrations of the faith than

previous generations. (Mead 51)
For church

address the

ministry to be effective

particular needs

application can be made

Discipleship

fiom the

must

television generation is

of the

be

now

in the

fiiture, it will have

people with whom it lives

"Joumey" program

multisensory.

having

and

We live in

an

to

adapt to

and

and ministers. What

study?

image-based culture.

children of the computer and video game

The

generation.
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image-driven culture. People need

We live in

an

connection

points

to become

more

into the

image

Discipleship

particular text

savvy

needs

to

as we

try

to

a

picture of discipleship. People need

get them started. Church ministry will have

to minister to the current culture.

be intentional. It does not just

reclaim its purpose. More than any program, it involves the
must

help them get on the joumey

and

develop processes

The Church must

happen.

development of people.

for them to become

We

fully-

devoted followers. It is process and not event.

Discipleship

must connect

To redeem individuals

we

with people 's stories. Our stories

must redeem their stories and

help

we are.

connect them to the Jesus

story. It is what they long for and need. Allowing their stories
of Jesus will

shape who

to coimect with the

story

bring healing to those wounded and direction for those wanting purpose.

The story must, in

fact, become our story.

Discipleship
church members,

has to be about Jesus. More than

we

need to teach

center of the Christian

people how to

be

teaching people how to

good

and power of his life should be the chief goal and aim of our ministry.

only valid

aim and

good

Christ followers. He is the

life; therefore, helping people discover and live

Colossians 1 :28-29, it is the

be

out of the

strength

According

to

goal.

proclaim Him, admonishing every man [sic] and teaching every man [sic]
with all wisdom, that we may present every man [sic] complete in Christ. And
for this purpose also I labor, striving according to His power, which mightily
We

works within
His life will

me.

speak for itself and empower the transformation that we long to

people's lives. Teaming to
the life he

came

to

give us.

live out of his

strength

starts with

learning to

see

in

love his hfe and
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Weaknesses of the
A weakness of the

specific unit

and not

study lies

conducting

longitudinal results. However,
on

pages 85-86. Several

a

after each

only analyzing participant life change

in

later assessment

the results

participants

Study

were

had very

measuring more definitive

cumulative

as

is evidenced

by the table

meaningfiil, if not life-changing,

experiences.
A decision

was

also made for several

specific demographic data.
school

The group

junior to seventy-plus

for the

quite diverse. Ages ranged from

The

population therefore

one

with much church

had

experience, but

experienced anything

church Bible studies,

a

was

not

high
Similarly,

large enough to

significant intervening variables. Something greater was going

within the group that franscended age, number of years
came

pretest the participants for

not to

year old senior citizens and all ages in between.

they came from all walks of life.
completely test

was

reasons

no

as a

Christian, and the like. Many

for all involved the program

like it before. For those that had

indication

was

on

given that they were

was so

unique no

participated in prior

at any

particular advantage.

Further, the church was in the process of a major renewal of its life and ministry.
Some of the enthusiasm

well

as

that which

was

came

from what

was

generated in the study.

happening
The

in the broader church context

as

atmosphere was already very-

exciting.
Intervening Variables

Intervening variables of significance associated with this research project could
have included age, years of active church attendance at

Church,

years since their last

focused group

experiences.

Sidney First United

personal commitment to Christ,

The most

and

Methodist

previous discipleship-

significant intervening variables

could be the level
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of commitment with which the

participants engaged the study material

of the presenter. No easy method of judging these

and since the program

reasons

was

available. For the above said

designed to transcend

was

potential said intervening variables,

no

test

was

and the influence

any

major impact

from

conducted to determme their

Suggestions for Further

impact.

Studies

in

Suggestions for further study would definitely include the use of imagery

discipleship.
to

Without

sacrificing the integrity

help people coimect with the truth

driven world in which

we

of the

and power of the word,

people

as

well.

Creating

equipped

valuable tool

created would be

one

patterned

after Jesus' where

a

quite
with

life-long relationship

develop intentional processes

to

help

place.

Related would be the

habits

a

for the joumey would be

connect with Christ and grow in

him is the heart of the Church's mission. We must
this take

be

can

especially for the media-

similar to the

network of relationships

a

could leam how to follow him and be

exciting. Helping people

it

live.

Studying the long-term impact of a program
very beneficial

Scriptures,

as

study of the various changes

the result of participating in such

viable framework for the

spiritual grov^^h

a

in individuals' devotional

study. The Ignatian method provides

and

development of today's

a

Christ followers.

Its relevance should be considered.

Jesus is
transform

develop

us

new

calling.

His life is

in return is the

compellmg. Studying his life

essence

of faithftil

discipleship.

and

allowing

We must

it to

continually

and fresh ways for tme seekers to find their way to and grow up in him.
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APPENDIX A
Research Protocol Sheet
1

.

Pretest

given of nine key questions during pre-program orientation meeting.

2.

Focus group convened at conclusion of pre-program orientation

3.

Focus group responses recorded.

4.

Study program convened comprised

5.

Participants responded to

6.

Responses for
to the

same

each

one

of nine

key question

meeting.

weekly sessions.

at

conclusion of each

question were recorded and compared

weekly session.

with pretest responses

questions.

7.

Second focus group convened at conclusion of final

8.

Focus group responses recorded.

study program

session.
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APPENDIX B
Pretest
1

.

What is the

core

of your

Questions

identity?

2.

What

3.

Where in your life does Jesus find you?

4.

How has Jesus healed

5.

What do you want Jesus to say about your life?

6.

Who is Jesus?

7.

What does it

8.

What does his death

9.

What transformation do you need to

keeps you from following Jesus fully?

mean

or

displayed his power in you?

for you to be
mean

to

a

true follower of Jesus?

you?

experience?
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APPENDIX C
Timeline of the

January
1

.

Promo

Recruit

3.

Focus

participants.

Group

convened.

Monday,
.

19

February 2001,

Pretest

3

Key Ignatian

key questions, collect,
terms

and copy for research.

explained.

4.

Shortened, introductory Bible study led.

5.

Focus group convened.

6.

Week's

Readings

Schedule distributed.

Monday,
1

.

2.

First

w^eekly,

formal session

Colloquy responses

26

.

February 2001,

7:00-8:30 p.m.

convenes.

collected.

Every Thursday,
1

7:00-8:30 p.m.

Orientation Session convened.

2.

.

2001

discipleship program.

2.

1

Project

7:00-8:30 p.m.

through 23 April 2001.

Sessions continue.

2.

Colloquy responses collected

3.

Upon program's conclusion,

each week.
focus group convened.
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APPENDIX D
Session Notes
19

February 2001

Explain impetus for the program and format.
Hand out key ethnograph questions. Participants

fill out.

Explain origins of I.H.S. and the Jesuit Movement.
Covered glossary of Ignatian terms.
Distribute

image:

Boat

on

the Sea of Galilee.

Read Matthew 4:17-25.
Lead

participants through

an

Application of the

Senses and

a

prayer for the Grace of the

Week.
Review the Points for Consideration from Matthew 4:17-25.

Read Matthew 4:17.
What would the

breaking

in of the

kingdom of heaven mean to you?

What do you most want from God right now?
Explain Galilean geography and location of significant miracles.

Affirm God's desire to

supematurally break through to

us

today.

Read Matthew 4:18.

Explain that thousands were on the lake that day; Roman fishing franchises.
Either they were the only ones He called or the only ones who heard and obeyed.
Read Matthew 4:19.
As much

as

Jesus called

and fishers of people

as

Simon, Peter, he
well

as

calling the others to be followers
today. Jesus was speaking into them

was

those of us

a new

identity.
Read Matthew 4:20.

Immediately they left thefr nets and followed him.
Read Matthew 4:21

Rabbis didn't

normally

call you. You had to seek them. Here, Jesus is the pursuer.

Read Matthew 4:22.

Why acting immediately when God asks us to do something important?
What did they leave behind? All that they knew.
What

are

you afraid to leave behind? Or risk?

Explain that "repent,"

in addition to "tum,"

can

also

mean

to

change one's mind

or
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purpose.

Read Matthew 4:23.
His became

a mass

How do you feel

End with
26

a

being

a

part of something bigger than yourself?

Review of Prayer

February

Open with

movement from far and wide.

a

2001

Readiness Prayer.

Review different the

"Stages

1. The Multitudes

Those
Read

...

on

the

Joumey"

as

revealed

by those in Jesus'

life.

seeking.

and sometimes confused. The crowds.

seeking

verses

the

listed and how

they

are

described:

Matt. 4:25 In it for what Jesus could do for them.
Matt. 5:1 Jesus called them to
Matt. 8:1 Would

Matt.

only

go

so

higher place.

far.

7:28; 9:8, 33; 12:23; 15:31 Marveled
teaching.

or were

amazed at his

Matt. 27:15 In the end those that asked for Barabbas.

The 70
The 12

...

...

Read Luke 10:1.

the

Growing.

the

Committing.

Read the

following verses.

5:1; 10:1 Those that Jesus took aside and built into.
John 6:67 Had no where else to go.

Matt.

The 3

...

the

Leading.

Read the

following verses.
through the good and bad.

Matt. 17:9; 26:37 The inner cfrcle. In it

John, the Beloved

...

the

one

Resting (in Christ's Love). Read the following

verses.

anyone else. A special fondness.
Matt. 3:17 Loved with the love the Father has for the Son.

Johnl3:23; 21 :20 Closer than

The world

...

and

now

Going. Read Matt.

Pray for the Grace for the Week: What do
joumey with Christ?

28: 1 8-20.

you need to get tiiat much further

image: Bethlehem Church Door.
participants through an Application of the Senses.
Note tiie large plaza down to the narrow gate. Relate to
Distribute
Lead

Door is

so

short,

What is Jesus

Matt.

everyone who enters must "bend and bow."

asking you to bend

and bow to?

7:13; 19:24

on

the
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Review

Reading Schedule

for Week.

In what ways did the characters within the birth narratives have to bend and bow?
How were they representative of humanity at large? Male/female, young/old,

native/foreign, upper/lower class.
Review the Points for Consideration from John 1:1-18.

Explain

context of Johaimine

community: church at Ephesus,

their

new

identity

as

children of God/kinfolk.

Read
Word

Read

verse

1

.

..."logos"...
verses

Greco-Roman idea of wisdom.

2-5.

Reference to the book of Genesis.
Notice

origins of Jesus.

Read 6-10.
"To know"

means

"in

relationship

to."

Read 11-12.

Explain

Middle Eastem

hospitality and the meaning of receiving

someone.

Reference Revelation 3:20.

Read 13-14.
The Greek word for "dwell"

means

to "tabemacle" or

"pitch

a

tent."

Explain

and relate

to the Old Testament tabemacle.

Read 15-16.

What does grace upon grace mean?
Read 17-18.

Read

Ephesians

1 :3-4.

Colloquy Question:

What is the

core

of your

identity?

End with Review of Prayer.
5 March 2001

What person from your past do you most long to hear from? What words would
share? What might you want to hear from them?
Read Matthew 3:16-17.
What would those words have meant to Jesus and those standing around Him?
What does living for the full pleasure of God mean to you?

they
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Grace of the Week.

Prayer for the

image: Mount of Temptation.
Lead participants in an Application of the Senses.
Notice the lush foliage in the foreground. Explain Jordan River Valley directly below.
We are tempted with that which is nearest to us, not far.
Distribute

Review the Points for Consideration for Matthew 4: 1-1 1

Read

verse

Jesus

was

1

.

by

the

devil's purposes

are

led

When times of trial

Spirit. Explain while

verse

God's purposes

are

always

for

good,

the

for bad.
come

what is your

Explain meaning of the word "devil":
(Zodhiates 419).
Read

.

response?

one

who

How do you fair?

falsely accuses

or

divides

people

2.

Wow. After
The

forty days then he became hungry.
importance of the discipline of fastng.

Explain forty as a symbolic purge period in the Scriptures: number of days it rained at
flood, time that Moses was up on the Mount of Sinai, Number of years Israelites were

the

in the wilderness.

What have been the wilderness
Read

verse

in your

own

life? What did

they entail?

3.

How did Jesus

The devil

periods

uses

fight off the devil's threats?
good to tempt. Attacks at a

the

felt need.

Read

verse

Jesus

responded with Scripture key to any faithfiil Jew's faith development.
Scripture referred back to a time in the faith story or tradition of Israel.

Each

4.

Refer to Deuteronomy 8:3; 6:16, 13.
Read

verses

What

were

the

Read

verse

10.

5-9.

specific temptations offered by the devil? Group Discussion
For example: 1) Power and Self-provision, 2) Pride and Proof, 3) Profit and Prestige.

Refer to Luke 4:13-14, the Lucan

Tempted in

Temptation Story.

every way tiiat we are. Look at Hebrews 4:15 and 1 Corinthians 10: 13
When Jesus withstood He was "filled with the power of the Spirit."
How is God's power unleashed even more ftilly in our life?
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What God does in and

through us after is greater than what he

can

do in

us

before.

Read John 2:13-25.

Explain layout of temple and position of money changers
What does "zeal" and "consume" mean?
Read 1 Corinthians 6:15-20. Relate our being Jesus'
What would Jesus want to get rid of in you?

Colloquy Question:

What

keeps

you from

and others.

temple,

too.

following Jesus fully?

Review of Prayer.
12 March 2001

What intimidates you about Jesus and following Him?
Lead participants in a prayer for the Grace of the Week.
Distribute

image: The Jericho Road.
Lead participants in an Application of the Senses.
Help explain terrain: mountainous, steep, slippery, tight paths.
Explain geography relative to rest of Israel and frequency of pilgrims' visits.
Robbers would hide out. Reference story of the Good Samaritan, Luke 10:33.
Explain the fraditional site of the Valley of the Shadow of Death, Psalm 23.
How has the road been
Draw

a

path

on

rough

for

you?

your paper and mark salient times of frouble.

Review the Points for Consideration.

Read John 14:6.
What does this say about your joumey?
Realize the perfect path that God has plaimed for you.
Read and Review Psalm 121.
A Psalm of Ascents that

Includes faith

people would say on their way up to

questions they would ask one another on the way: parent with child,

confirmand with Rabbi.
Review

Reading

Schedule for the Week.

In the midst of what life situation did Jesus find:

Nicodemus?
The

woman

at tiie Well?

The townsfolk from Nazareth?

The

Jemsalem.

disciples when he was calling them to deeper water?

Matthew the tax coUector?
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Colloquy Question:

Where in your life does Jesus find

you?

Review of Prayer.
19 March 2001

image: Pool of Siloam.
Explain image and basics of the story.
Distributed

In what

area

Readiness

of your life would you want Jesus to work his

magic?

Prayer

Review Points for Consideration.

Read John 9:1-12.
What

was

the blind man's life like?

Describe the life of his

parents?

How did the onlookers try to spirituaHze their situation?
How do people tend to spiritualize the bad that befalls them

What
How

was

reason Jesus gave in
that relate to us?

the

might

Explain how

Jesus followed

know he

not healed in the

Why

was

did the

man

one

verse

of the

typical

3 for their

even

today?

plight?

typical prescriptions

for the

day

so

that all would

way.

need to go and wash?

Explain that at that time people thought you
eye as in a flashlight.

saw

from

a

light coming firom within their

actually worked? See verse 5.
Especially spiritually, light comes from without not from within.

How did Jesus insinuate it

Read John 14:13-14; 15:6,16; 16:23-24
The power we have in his name. What does that mean? Share different
Review

Reading

perspectives.

Schedule material.

Distribute Rembrandt

postcard of Jesus

in the Boat.

What do you see?
What are the keys to
Just like

making it through the storms of life?
Rembrandt, picture yourself in the boat with Jesus

Colloquy:

How has Jesus healed

Review of Prayer.

or

as

well

displayed his power in you?

as

he in yours.
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26 March 2001
Distribute

Share

Image: The Mount of Beattitudes.

points of interest

Read Matthew 5:1 and

What is the

Pray

in the

picture.
explain.

higher place God is calling you to this

week?

for the Grace of the Week: What you need to take that next step.

Review the Points for Consideration.
What

studying with

a

rabbi meant:

Different schools of rabbinic

people leam from
Jesus taught about life.
Most

becoming
thought.

like the teacher.

the school of hard knocks.

Read Matthew 7:26-29.
Most rabbis could
Jesus

official doctrine, based on the authority of another.
such authority by the power of his words.

only teach

taught with his

own

Read Matthew 1 1 :28-30.
What did the

yoke represent? The yoke of Torah or that
good yoke?
Jesus teaching compare?

What made
How does

Review the

reading

of the week.

Colloquy Question: What do
Review of Prayer
2

AprU

of oxen.

a

you want Jesus to say about your life?

2001

Distribute

Image: The Shepherd's Fields.

Help pick

out

things that they can notice: especially the

sparse fields.

Read Psalm 23.

Explain green pastures more as tufts
Lead in

participants

in

a

of grass in the midst of the

ragged terrain of life.

prayer for the Grace of the Week.

Review the Points for Consideration.

Explain Psalm 23
Middle East with

with
our

special reference to the differences from sheep keeping
perspective.

North American

in the
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Specific insights can include:
Still quite waters, not the dangerous flash flood waters of the desert.
Restores my soul meaning preserves my life.
Paths of righteousness meaning right paths, not the wrong ones leading to danger
or

The

"lostness."

valley of the shadow of death: the dangerous twilight of shadows where
lambs could get lost.

Rod and staff: How did

function? Protection and

guidance.
banquet table or a high flat elevation or place.
Oil: used for healing, cleansing, anointing kings.
House of the Lord: shepherds ritually unclean and had no roof over head.
Table:

Distribute
Review

a

they

literal

Image:

Cave pen of a

key question

shepherd.

of the week: "Who is Jesus?"

Read John 10:1-15.
What

was

the

Explain his

significance in Jesus claiming to be

the Good

Shepherd?

inherent reference to passages like Psalm 23 and Ezekiel 34 and inherent
as well as the importance of the "I AM" statement.

claim to be God
Refer to the
How

was

Reading Schedule for the Week.
making himself out to be?

Jesus

Using John 1 0, what

does Jesus offer and desire for us?

Emphasize especially verse 14 and the level of intimacy desired between the Good
Shepherd and his sheep is the same kind of intimacy between the Father and the Son.
Colloquy Question:
Review of Prayer.
9

AprU

Who is Jesus?

2001

Distribute

Image:

Boat off the shore of Gahlee.

How far off do you still feel?

Lead

Why?
participants in a prayer for the Grace of the Week.

Review of the Points for Consideration.
the spot where Jesus spoke his first and last words to Peter: "Follow Me.
Read Matthew 4: 1 8- 1 9 and John 2 1 :22.

Explain it was

How far off do you feel? You may be closer than you think.
We have all the discpies ever really had in making their decision to follow

or

not too.
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assembled for just that.
We have the advantage of hindsight to know how it all fits
The biblical record

was

together.

Explain meaning behind the word follow in the above passages. Matthew 4:19 reference
meaning more "come behind" (Zodhiates 1 12). John reference meaning more "together a
way" (Zodhiates 409). What nuance is dravra out in each?
What does

being

a

true

follower mean?

Read Matthew 9:35-36.

Explain meaning of "compassion:" A gut-wrenching feeling.
About what was Jesus passionate?
Refer back to John 1 0 discussion on being a Good Shepherd.
Read Matthew 9:37-38.
Talk about how
them.

important are personal prayer requests, especially to the person that asks
For what was Jesus asking us to pray? "Workers for the harvest."

Talk about

The

core

using your gifts, talents, and experiences for God.
identity of a disciple involves getting on board with the mission.

Read Matthew 16:24-26.

Explain how striking
occupation.

an

example this

was

for Jesus to

use

in his

day

of Roman

Read Luke 9:57-62.
What did Jesus' response to each of these denials mean?

Colloquy Question:

What does

being a true follower of Jesus mean to you?

Review of Prayer.
16

AprU

2001

Distribute

Image: Steps

Explain the
Lead

to the house of Caiaphus.

site itself and what took

place there.

participants in a prayer for the Grace for the Week:
gift of his life.

To

appreciate to our fullest

extent the

Review the Points for Consideration.
Review the last week fi-om Jesus' life

as a

group,

participants sharing observations

and

reflections firom their studies.

Distribute

Image:

The Garden of Gethsemane, where Jesus decided to

Read Matthew 26:36-49.

give his

life for us.
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What did the cup represent?
How did Jesus receive the strength for these final hours?
Explain the word Gethsemane and how it can mean "the place of the
What

was

pressing

in hard

on

press."

Jesus?

Explain the New Testament method for making olive oil and how this reflected the
process going on in Jesus' life
sweating drops of blood.
...

What do

we

leam about Jesus and the nature of his prayer life

through this

encounter?

"Thy will be done," an excerpt fi-om the traditionally known "Lord's Prayer,"
thing he prays himself What he asks of us is the same standard he lives by.

prayed until

Jesus

he had the courage to say, "Arise, let

us

be

going."

What

is the

same

example

does this leave with us?
Share

Scriptures related to the meaning of Christ's death and what it has meant to others
Examples include: Romans 5:8; Philippians 2:5-9; John 3:16, etc.

in the biblical record.

Colloquy Question:

What does his death

mean

to

you?

Review of Prayer.
23

AprU

2001

shore of Tabgah.

Distribute

Image: Stones on the
What does this place represent?
Explain story of John 21.
The

place where Jesus spoke his

participants in
need to experience?
Lead

a

first and last words to Peter: "Follow Me."

prayer for the Grace for the Week: What transformation do you yet

Review the Points for Consideration.
time in your life when you had last words with
What was said? What occurred?
Picture

That

a

same

vivid detail is what the

disciples

someone.

had with these

post-resurrection stories.

Review the last word excerpts of Matthew 28: 1 8-20 and John 21
What point was Jesus trying to make?
What

was

the main

How much

more

.

thing he wanted to leave with the disciples?

convincing do

you need?

impact did Jesus' appearances mean to them?
Explain the physical qualities were all in an effort to
The resvirrection was to be enough for them.
What

prove he

was

not

a mere

ghost.
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What do you need to carry

on

the work that God has

begun in you through this study?

Read John 14:26-27; 16:7-15.
What help was Jesus giving to

you?
Holy Spirit provide to you according
ministry
What ministry would the Holy Spirit perform for God?
What would the

of the

Review other biblical passages related to its
Galatians 5:22-23.

Colloquy Question:
Review of Prayer.

ministry: Ephesians 1 :3;

What transformation do you still need to

to the

passage?

5: 1 8; Acts

experience?

1:8;
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APPENDIX E

Copy

of Participant Manual with

Images Used
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Journey with

Jesus

I.H.S.

February 19th

-

Name

April 23rd
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Glossary

of Ignatian Terms

Readiness Prayer:

Application

of the Senses:

Grace of the Week:

Points for Consideration:

Colloquy:

Review of Prayer:
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The Invitation
Matthew 4:17-25
17 From that time Jesus
say,

"Repent,

for the

began to preach and
kingdom of heaven is at

hand."
18 Now

as

Jesus

was

walking by the

Sea of

Galilee, He saw two brothers, Simon who was
called Peter, and Andrew his brother, casting a
net into the sea; for

19 And He said to

they were fishermen.
them, "Follow Me, and I will

make you fishers of men."
20 Immediately they left their nets and followed
Him.
21

Going on from there He saw two other
brothers, James the son of Zebedee, and John his
brother, in the boat with Zebedee their father,
mending thefr nets; and He called them.
22 Immediately they left the boat and thefr
father, and followed Him.
23 Jesus was going throughout all Galilee,
teaching in thefr synagogues and proclaiming
the gospel of the kingdom, and healing every
kind of disease and every kind of sickness
among the people.
24 The

about Him spread throughout all
they brought to Him all who were ill,
those suffering with various diseases and pains,
demoniacs, epileptics, paralytics; and He healed

Syria;

news

and

them.

Large crowds followed Him from Galilee and
Decapolis and Jerusalem and Judea and from
beyond the Jordan.
25

the
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Stages

on

the

Joumey
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Week One

Dayl

Reading

Jn 1:1-18

What all is John trying to tell

Day 2
What made

Day

3

What made

Schedule

us

about Jesus?

Lk 1:26-56

Mary exalt in the Lord?

Mt 1:18-25

Joseph change

his mind?
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Day 4

Lk 2:1-20

How did the

Days

shepherds respond to

the birth

ofJesus?

Mt 2:1-12

How did the magi

respond to the birth ofJesus?

Day

6 Lk 2:40-52

What

was

the

core

identity ofJesus?
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In the

Beginning

John 1:1-18
the Word, and the Word
was with God, and the Word was God.
2 He was in the beginning with God.
1 In the

3 All

beginning was

things

came

into

being through Him, and
came into being that has

apart from Him nothing
come into being.
4 In Him

was

life, and the life

was

the

Light of

men.

5 The

shines in the darkness, and the
comprehend it.

Light

darkness did not
6 There
was

came a man

sent from

God, whose name

John.

7 He

came as a

Light,
8 He

so

was

about the

witness,

to

testify

about the

might believe through him.
not the Light, but he came to testify

that all

Light.

the true Light which, coming into
world, enlightens every man.
10 He was in the world, and the world was made
through Him, and the world did not know Him.
9 There

was

the

11 He
own

came

to His own, and those who

were

His

did not receive Him.

12 But

as

many

as

received Him, to them He

gave the right to become children of God,
to those who believe in His name,
13 who

were

bom,

not of blood

nor

even

of the will

of the will of man, but of God.
14 And the Word became flesh, and dwelt
among us, and we saw His glory, glory as of the
of the flesh

nor

only begotten

from the

Father, fiill of grace and

trath.
15 John testified about Him and cried out,
saying, "This was He of whom I said, 'He who
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after me has a
existed before me.'"

comes

higher rank than I,

16 For of His fullness

we

have all

for He

received, and

grace upon grace.
17 For the Law was

and tmth

were

given through Moses; grace
through Jesus Christ.
seen God at any time; the only
realized

has
who is in the bosom of the Father,
God
begotten
He has explained Him."
18 No

one
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Week Two

Dayl

Reading

Schedule

Mt 3:13-17

What would it

mean

for you

to

live for the full

pleasure of God?

Day 2
Explain

Day 3

Mt 4:1-11
what

were

the actual temptations

ofJesus.

Jn 1:19-34

What may have been tempting for John the Baptist?
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Day 4

Jn 1:35-51

What kind

Day

5

What is

Day 6
What is

ofperson

was

Nathanael?

Jn 2:1-12
'

surprising about Jesus behavior?

Jn 2:13-25
'

intimidating about Jesus character?
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The

Temptation

Matthew 4:1-11
1 Then Jesus

led up by the Spirit into the
tempted by the devil.
2 And after He had fasted forty days and forty
nights, He then became hungry.
was

wildemess to be

3 And the tempter came and said to Him, "If
You are the Son of God, command that these
stones become bread."

4 But He answered and

shall not Uve

that

on

proceeds

bread

said, "It is written, 'Man
alone, but on every word

out of the mouth of God."'

5 Then the devil took Hiin into the
had Him stand

on

the

pinnacle

holy city and
temple,

of the

6 and said to Him, "If You are the Son of God,
throw Yourself down; for it is written, 'He will

angels concerning you'; and 'on
they will bear you up, so that you
will not strike your foot against a stone.""
7 Jesus said to him, "On the other hand, it is
command His

their hands

written, 'You shall

not

put the Lord your God to

the test.'"
the devil took Him to

very high
mountain and showed Him all the kingdoms of

8

Again,

the world and their

a

glory;

9 and he said to Him, "All these things I will
give You, if You fall down and worship me."
10 Then Jesus said to him, "Go, Satan! For it is
written, 'You shall worship the Lord your God,
and serve Him only.'"
11 Then the devil left Him; and behold,
and began to minister to Him.

came

angels
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Week Three

What does it

What

areas

Schedule

Jn 3:1-21

Dayl

Day 2

Readmg

mean to

be born

again?

Jn 4:3-42

ofyour life

could

use

Jesus

'

Living

now?

Day 3

Lk 4: 14-30

Why did the hometown folk reject His

words?

Water
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Lk 5:1-11

Day 4
What is the

Day

5

What

are

Day 6

deep

water

Jesus is

calling you

to?

Mt 4:18-25
your

afflictions?

Lk 5:27-39

What about you makes you unattractive

to

the world?

Protection for the

Journey

Psalm 121
1 1 willlift up my eyes to the mountains; From
whence shall my help come?
2 My help comes from the LORD, Who made

heaven and earth.
3 He will not allow your foot to
keeps you will not slumber.
4

Behold,

slumber

He who

nor

keeps

slip;

He who

Israel will neither

sleep.

5 The LORD is your keeper; The LORD is your
shade on your right hand.

will not smite you

6 The

sun

moon

by night.

7 The LORD will

by day,

Nor the

protect you from all evil; He

will keep your soul.
8 The LORD will guard your going out and your
coming in From this time forth and forever.
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1

Week Four

Dayl
Think

Day
Why

Day

of a time

2

Schedule

Mk 1:21-34
when you feU overtaken.

Lk 5:12-26

is forgiveness

3

Reading

so

important

to your

healing?

Mk 4:35-41

How does your faith need to grow to better face the
storms

oflife?
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Day

4

Mk 5:21-43

What do you needfrom Jesus

now?

Mk 6:30-44

Day

5

What

specifically does Jesus

Day

6

Is there

right

want to

stretch in you?

Mt 14:22-36
a

boat you need to step out

of?
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Praying

In His Name

John 14:13-14
13 "Whatever you ask in My name, that will I
do, so that the Father may be glorified in the
Son.
14 If you ask Me

anything in My name,

I will do

it."

John 15:7,16
7 "If you abide in Me, and My words abide in
you, ask whatever you wish, and it will be done

for you.
16 You did not choose Me but I chose you, and
appointed you that you would go and bear fruit,
and that your fruit would remain, so that
whatever you ask of the Father in
may

give

to

My name He

you."
John 16:23-24

day you will not question Me about
anything. Truly, truly, I say to you, if you ask
the Father for anything in My name. He will
give it to you.
24 Until now you have asked for nothing in My
name; ask and you will receive, so that your joy
23 "In that

may be made full."
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Week Five

Dayl

Mt

Reading Schedule
5:1-16+;

'

What makes Jesus way so

Day2

Mt

6:5-15;7:7-ll;Lk

What does Jesus teach

Day

3

Mt

Mt 7:24-8:1

different?

us

about prayer?

13:l-23;31-50

Where do you fit in these parables?

18:1-14
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Day4

Mt

15:l-20;18:21-35

What work does Jesus need to do in you?

Day

5

Lkl5

In what ways have you been

family?

Day 6

a

prodigal?

With

Others? God?

Mt

How do you want to

25:14-30;25:31-46

use

the

gifts

God

as

given you";
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The Yoke of His

Teaching

Matthew 7:26-29
26

"Everyone who

hears these words of

Mine and does not act
a

foolish

man

on

them, will be like

who built his house

on

the

sand.
27 The rain

fell, and the floods

came, and

the winds blew and slammed

against that
it
and
felland
was
its fall."
house;
great
28 When Jesus had finished these words, the
crowds

were

amazed at His

teaching;
teaching them as one having

29 for He

was

authority,

and not

as

their scribes.

Matthew 11:28-30
28 "Come to Me, all who are weary and
heavy-laden, and I will give you rest.

My yoke upon you and leam from
I
am gentle and humble in heart, and
for
Me,
YOU WILL FIND REST FOR YOUR
29 Take

SOULS.
30 For

hght."

My yoke is

easy and

My burden is
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1

Week Six

Dayl
How does Jesus

Reading

Schedule

Jn 6:22-71

offer Himself as the Bread ofyour

life?

Day 2

Jn 8:1-12

What would you most
on? What would He?

Day

3

want

Jesus to shine His

Jn 10:1-18

What would a Good Shepherd be to you?

Light
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Day 4

Jn 11:1-45

How does this passage

Day

5

give you hope?

Mt 16:13-20

Who would you say Jesus is now?

Day

6

Recount

life.

Mt 17:1-20
a recent

mountain

How did Jesus

top experience in your

display Himself to you?
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The Good

Shepherd

John 10
1 "Truly, truly, I say to you, he who does not enter by
the door into the fold of the sheep, but climbs up
some

other way, he is

who enters

a

thief and

a

robber. 2 But he

by
shepherd of the sheep. 3
doorkeeper opens, and the sheep hear his
voice, and he calls his own sheep by name and leads
the door is

a

To him the

them out. 4 When he puts forth all his own, he goes
ahead of them, and the sheep follow him because
they know his voice. 5 A stranger they simply will
not

follow, but will flee from him, because they do

know the voice of strangers." 6 This figure of
speech Jesus spoke to them, but they did not

not

imderstand what those

things were which He

had

been saying to them. 7 So Jesus said to them again,
"Truly, truly, I say to you, I am the door of the sheep.
came before Me are thieves and robbers,
sheep did not hear them. 9 1 am the door; if
anyone enters through Me, he will be saved, and will

8 All who

but the

go in and out and find pasture. 10 The thief comes
only to steal and kill and destroy; I came that they
may have

life, and have it abundantly. Ill am the
good shepherd; the good shepherd lays down His life
for the sheep. 12 He who is a hired hand, and not a

shepherd, who

is not the

of the sheep,
sheep and flees,

owner

wolf coming, and leaves the

sees

the

and the

wolf snatches them and scatters them. 13 He flees
because he is a hired hand and is not concerned about
the

sheep.

14 I

am

the

good shepherd,

My own and My own know Me,

15

and I know

even as

the

Father knows Me and I know the Father; and I
down My Ufe for the sheep."

lay
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Week Seven

Dayl

Reading

Mt 9:35-10:3

What kind ofperson is Jesus

Day

2

Describe the

Schedule

askingfor in

v38?

Mt 1 1 :20-30

destiny that awaits

those who do

not

repent

Day 3

Mt 16:21-28

Describe the level

disciple.

of commitment required to

be

a
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Day

4

How

might you live

Day

5

What

excuses

any further?

Day 6

Mt 18:1-6
out

a more

childlike faith?

Lk 9:57-62
do people give for not following Jesus
What are your challenges?

Mt 19:16-26

What prevented the rich young ruler from following
Jesus more fully? What answer did Jesus provide?
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True Followers

Becoming

Matthew 9:35-38
35 Jesus went through all the towns and

villages,

in their synagogues, preaching the good
of the kingdom and healing every disease and

teaching
news

sickness.
36 When he

saw the crowds, he had compassion on
them, because they were harassed and helpless, like
sheep without a shepherd.

37 Then he said to his

plentiful

disciples,

but the workers

38 Ask the Lord of the

are

"The harvest is

few.

harvest, therefore,

to send out

workers into his harvest field."
Matthew 16:24-26
24 Then Jesus said to his
come

after me, he must

cross

and follow

disciples, "If anyone would
deny himself and take up his

me.

25 For whoever wants to

save

his life will lose it, but

whoever loses his life for me will find it.
26 What

good will it be for a man if he gains

whole world, yet forfeits his soul? Or what
give in exchange for his soul?"

the

can a man

Luke 9:57-62

they were walking along the road, a man said
him, "I will follow you wherever you go."

57 As
to

58 Jesus

replied,

"Foxes have holes and birds of the

air have nests, but the Son of Man has
his head."

no

place to lay

59 He said to another man, "Follow me." But the
man

replied, "Lord,

first let

me

go and

bury my

father."
60 Jesus said to him, "Let the dead bury their own
dead, but you go and proclaim the kingdom of God."
61 Still another said, "I will follow you, Lord; but

first let me go back and say good-by to my family."
62 Jesus replied, "No one who puts his hand to the
plow and looks back is fit for service in the kingdom
of God."
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Week

Day

1

IVhat

was

approach

Day

2

Eight Reading Schedule
Mk 10:32-45; Lk 19:28-42;
Mt 26:6-13

Jesus
to

thmking about as He made His final

Jerusalem?

Jn 13:1-15

What did it take for Him to play the role

Day

3

What does

you?

of a servant?

Mt 26:17-30

celebrating the

Lord's

Supper mean

to
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Day 4

Jn 17

fVhat all does Jesus desire for you in His prayer?

5

Day

Mt 26:3 1-49

In what ways would you want your prayer
more like Jesus '?

Day

6

life

to

be

Mt 27:27-66

Read the passage

through several times. As you
crucifixion and death, what strikes you
What new things do you notice?

relive His
most?

the
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Praying Through
Matthew 26:36-46
36 Then Jesus

came with them to a place called
Gethsemane, and said to His disciples, "Sit here
while I go over there and pray."

37 And He took with Hun Peter and the two
sons

of Zebedee, and

began to be grieved and

distressed.
38 Then He said to them, "My soul is deeply
grieved, to the point of death; remain here and

keep

watch with Me."

39 And He went
His face and

beyond them, and fell on
prayed, saying, "My Father, if it is
a

little

possible, let this cup pass from Me; yet not as I
will, but as You will."
40 And He came to the disciples and found them
sleeping, and said to Peter, "So, you men could
not keep watch with Me for one hour?
41 Keep watching and praying that you may not
enter into temptation; the spirit is willing, but the
flesh is weak."

again a second time and
prayed, saying, "My Father, if this cannot pass
42 He went away

away unless I drink it, Your will be done."
43 Again He came and found them sleeping, for

their eyes were heavy.
44 And He left them again, and went away and
prayed a third time, saying the same thing once
more.

45 Then He

came

to

the

disciples

and said to

them, "Are you still sleepmg and resting?
Behold, the hour is at hand and the Son of Man
is

being betrayed

into the hands of sinners.

46 Get up, let us be gomg;
betrays Me is at hand!"

behold, the

one

who
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Week Nine

Dayl

Reading

Schedule

Jn 20:1-18

Characterize Mary Magdalene 's initial response
seeing the linen wrappings and empty tomb.

Day 2
What issues

to

Lk 24:13-35

offaith

do you still need

to

work

through?

Day

3

Jn 20:19-31

What does this passage say about Jesus
to ease our doubts?

'

willingness
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Day4
How

Jn21:l-14

important

Jesus to the

Day

5

What

was to

the

multiple manifestations of

disciples?

Jn 21:15-25
be

a

part

Lk

Day 6
What

were

Jesus

ofPeter's core identity?

24:36-53;

Mt 28: 16-20

'

closing words
complete this study?
are

to you as

you
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The

Helper

John 14:26-27

Helper, the Holy Spkit, whom the
My name. He will teach you
all things, and bring to your remembrance all
26 "But the

Father will send in

that I said to you. 27 Peace I leave with you;
My peace I give to you; not as the world gives
do I

you. Do not let your heart be
nor let it be fearfiil."

give to

troubled,

John 16:7-15
7 "But I tell you the truth, it is to your advantage
that I go away; for if I do not go away, the
Helper will not come to you; but if I go, I will
send Him to you. 8 And He, when He comes,
will convict the world concerning sin and

righteousness and judgment; 9 concerning sin,
because they do not believe in Me; 10 and
concerning righteousness, because I go to the
Father and you no longer see Me; 11 and
concerning judgment, because the ruler of this
world has been judged. 12 1 have many more
things to say to you, but you cannot bear them
now. 13 But when He, the Spuit of tmth,
comes. He will guide you hito all the tmth; for
He will not speak on His own initiative, but
whatever He hears. He will speak; and He will
disclose to you what is to come. 14 He will
glorify Me, for He will take of Mkie and will
disclose it to you. 15 All thmgs that the Father
has are Mine; therefore I said that He takes of
Mine and will disclose it to

you."
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APPENDIX F

Readmg Schedule
Week One

Dayl

Jn 1:1-18

What all is John

Day 2

3

Mary exalt in the

5

6

Lord?

Lk2:l-20

shepherds respond to

the birth of Jesus?

Mt 2:1-12

How did the

Day

about Jesus?

Joseph change his mind?

How did the

Day

us

Mt 1:18-25
What made

Day 4

tell

Lk 1:26-56

What made

Day

trying to

magi respond to

the birth of Jesus?

Lk 2:40-52

What

was

the

core

identity of Jesus?

Week Two

Dayl

Mt 3:13-17

What would it

Day 2

mean

for you to live for the full

Mt 4:1-11

Explain what were the
Day 3

5

of Jesus.

tempting

for John the

Baptist?

was

Nathanael?

Jn 2:1-12

What is

Day 6

temptations

Jn 1:35-51

What kind of person

Day

actual

Jn 1:19-34

What may have been

Day 4

pleasure

surprising

about Jesus' behavior?

Jn 2:13-25

What is

intimidating

about Jesus' character?

of God?
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Week Three

Dayl

Jn 3:1-21

What does it

Day 2

3

to be bom

again?

Jn 4:3-42

What

Day

mean

areas

of your life could

use

Jesus'

Lk 4:14-30

Why did the hometown folk reject His
Day 4

5

deep

water Jesus is

calling you to?

Mt 4: 18-25

What

Day 6

words?

Lk 5:1-11

What is the

Day

Living Water now?

are

your afflictions?

Lk 5:27-39
What about you makes you unattractive to the world?

Week Four

Dayl

Mk 1:21-34
Think of a time when you felt overtaken.

Day 2

Lk 5:12-26

Why is forgiveness
Day

3

so

important to your healing?

Mk 4:35-41
How does your faith need to grow to better face the storms of life?

Day 4

Mk 5:21-43

What do you need from Jesus

Day

5

Mk 6:30-44
What

Day

6

right now?

specifically does

Jesus want to stretch in

Mt 14:22-36
Is there

a

boat you need to step out of?

Week Five

Dayl

Mt

5:1-16+; Mt 7:24-8:1

What makes Jesus' way

Day 2

so

different?

Mt

6:5-15; 7:7-11; Lk 18:1-14
What does Jesus teach us about

prayer?

you?
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Day 3

Mt

13:1-23; 31-50

Where do you fit in these

Day 4

Mt

parables?

15:1-20; 18:21-35

What work does Jesus need to do in

Day 5

Lk 15
In what ways have you been

Day

6

you?

Mt

a

prodigal?

With

family?

Others? God?

25:14-30; 25:31-46

How do you want to

the

use

gifts

God

as

given you?

Week Six

Day

1

Jn 6:22-71
How does Jesus offer Himself as the Bread of your life?

Day 2

Jn 8:1-12

What would you most want Jesus to shine His

Day

3

a

Good

Shepherd be to you?

Jn 11:1-45
How does this passage

Day

5

What would He?

Jn 10:1-18

What would

Day 4

Light on?

give you hope?

Mt 16:13-20

Who would you say Jesus is now?

Day 6

Mt 17:1-20

Recount

display

a

recent mountain

Himself to

top experience in your life. How did Jesus

you?

Week Seven

Day

1

Mt 9:35-10:3

What kind of person is Jesus

Day 2

Mt 11:20-30

Describe the

Day

3

asking for in v38?

destiny that

awaits those who do not repent.

Mt 16:21-28

Describe the level of commitment

Day 4

required to

be

Mt 18:1-6

How

might you

Hve out

a more

childlike faith?

a

disciple.
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Lk 9:57-62
What excuses do

Day 5

are

Day

for not

following Jesus

any fiirther? What

Mt 19:16-26

Day 6

Week

people give
your challenges?

What

prevented the

rich young ruler from
did Jesus provide?

What

answer

following Jesus

more

fully?

Eight

1

Mk 10:32-45; Lk 19:28-42; Mt 26:6-13
What was Jesus thinking about as He made His final

approach

to

Jerusalem?

Day 2

Jn 13:1-15
What did it take for Him to

Day 3

Mt 26: 17-30

What does

Day 4

play the role of a servant?

celebrating

the Lord's

Supper mean to you?

Jn 17

What all does Jesus desire for you in His

Day

5

prayer?

Mt 26:31-49
In what ways would you want your prayer life to be

Day 6

more

like Jesus'?

Mt 27:27-66

Read the passage through several times. As you relive His crucifixion and
death, what sfrikes you the most? What new things do you notice?
Week Nine

Dayl

Jn 20:1-18

Characterize Mary

Day

3

initial response to

Lk 24: 13-35
What issues of faith do you still need to work

5

through?

wiUingness to

ease our

doubts?

Jn 21:1-14

How

Day

linen

Jn 20:19-31

What does this passage say about Jesus'

Day 4

seeing the

and empty tomb.

wrappings
Day 2

Magdalene's

important were

the

multiple manifestations of Jesus to

Jn 21:15-25

What

was

to be a

part of Peter's

core

identity?

the

disciples?
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Day

6

Lk 24:36-53; Mt 28:16-20
What are Jesus' closing words to you

as

you

complete this study?
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